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1 Introduction 
Old Church Slavonic is the language extrapolated from a small corpus of 
probably late tenth-century copies, mainly of translations made about a 
century earlier of Greek ecclesiastical texts. These Slavonic texts, contain-
ing mainly Balkan dialectal features, have an admixture of Moravianisms, 
since the first translations were used for missionary activity in Greater 
Moravia, where further translations and copies were made, beginning from 
about 863. The earliest texts were written in Glagolitic, a script devised by 
Constantine and Methodius, whereas the misnamed Cyrillic script was 
devised in the Balkans after the expulsion of the Moravian mission in about 
885 (see chapter 2). In this chapter examples will be cited from the follow-
ing major texts: 

Gospel lectionaries (books of lessons from the Gospels to be read at church 
services): 
Codex Assemanianus (Evangeliarium Assemani) (edited by J. Kurz, 

Prague, 1955), Glagolitic, 158 folia; 
Sawina kniga(edited by V. Ščepkin, St Petersburg, 1903), Cyrillic, 129 

folia; 
Tetraevangelia (texts of the four Gospels): 

Codex Zographensis (edited by V. Jagić, Berlin, 1879), Glagolitic, 288 
folia with lacunae, and including some folia in a younger hand; 

Codex Marianus (edited by V. Jagić, Berlin, 1883), Glagolitic, 174 folia, 
with fewer lacunae than Zographensis; 

Psalter (book of psalms): 
Psalterium Sinaiticum {Sinajskaja psaltyr, edited by S. Sever'janov, 

Petrograd, 1922), Glagolitic, 177 folia, containing Psalms 1-137; 
Euchologion (prayer book): 

Euchologium Sinaiticum (edited by R. Nahtigal, Ljubljana, 1942), 
Glagolitic, 109 folia. 

Menologion for the month of May (lives of saints and sermons arranged by 
day): 
Codex Suprasliensis (Suprasalski ili retkov sbornik, edited by J. Zaimov 
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and M. Capaldo, 2 volumes, Sofia, 1982-3), Cyrillic, 570 folia; 
Homiliary (collection of sermons): 

Glagolita Clozianus (Clozianus, edited by A. Dostal, Prague, 1959), 
Glagolitic, 14 folia. 

No data will be cited here from shorter texts, or from the later recensions, 
which together with Old Church Slavonic are known as 'Church Slavonic', 
comprising later copies of texts, copies of texts not extant earlier and new 
translations of various kinds in copies of Bulgarian, Macedonian, East 
Slavonic, Serbian, Croatian and Czech-Slovak provenance. 

Examples from the texts will be cited in italics, without any normal-
ization in the direction of our reconstruction of the phonemic system of 
Old Church Slavonic. Phonemic and phonetic reconstructions (of both 
older and younger forms) will be cited in slanted and square brackets 
respectively. Unless specified otherwise, these reconstructions will cite 
infinitives for verbs and nominative singular for nominals, with the mascu-
line cited for nominals inflected for gender. Forms in tables, cited without 
brackets, are phonemic. The Gospel texts are those of the first witness 
cited. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the segmental phonemes of Old Church Slavonic. 
In addition, the orthography indicates the following in Greek words: / u / , 
/o : / , /g / , / f / , / 0 / . For the relation between phonemes and Glagolitic and 
Cyrillic graphemes, reference should be made to chapter 2. 

The symbols ь and ъ represent reduced vowels, phonetically mid. In 
Eastern (Bulgarian) dialects, these reduced vowels had high allophones 
contiguous with / j / , that is /bjb/ is [lji], /ъ ) / is [yj]. Western 
(Macedonian) dialects did not have this variation, but here, unlike in the 

Table 4.1 Old Church Slavonic vowels 

Front unrounded Back unrounded Back rounded 
Oral Nasal Oral Oral Nasal 

i у u 
ь ъ 
е ę 0 9 
ё а 

Note: In Western dialects, ъ was rounded. 
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Table 4.2 Old Church Slavonic consonants 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar 

Plosive Р b t d k g 
Affricate с dz č 

k g 

Fricative v s z š ž x 
Nasal m n ń 
Lateral* 1 l' 
Trill r f 
Semi-vowel j 

east, / ъ / was phonetically labialized. Glagolitic orthography provides 
evidence for fronted allophones of the phonemically labialized /u / , / 9 / . 
Nasalized and oral vowels are contrasted in word-final position: /duše/ 
'soul (voc SG)', /duśę/ (GEN SG), /źenę/ 'woman (ACC SG)', /ženo/ (voc 
SG). 

The dental affricates /c / , /dz/ , post-alveolar / š / , / ž / , / č / , / f / , pre-
palatal /1/, / ń / , / j / , and stops in the sequences /št / , /žd/ were pho-
netically palatalized. In Eastern dialects, labials, and dentals other than 
/c / , /dz/ were palatalized phonetically only before front vowels, whereas 
no such allophonic variation occurred in Western dialects. Younger spell-
ings, as in predame i (Matthew 26.15; Marianus) 'I will betray him' are 
evidence for a morpheme / j / . Such spellings arose after the loss of the 
reduced vowels in the tenth century, and can be explained only as a 
Western reflex of /predamb jb/ as /prčdame j / , proving that / j / must 
have been the stem of the third-person pronoun. The sonorants /1/, / г / 
could form syllabic nuclei. Orthographically, and in transliteration in this 
chapter, the syllabic sonorants are not distinguished from sequences of 
sonorant followed by reduced vowel. In phonemic and phonetic repre-
sentation, the sequences will be shown by writing the jers, the reduced 
vowel letters, on the line, and the syllabic sonorants with the jer above the 
line. 

With respect to constraints on phoneme distribution, only the most 
conservative system, prior to the loss of the reduced vowels, will be 
discussed here. The consonant clusters described in table 4.3 do not 
include sequences containing syllabic sonorants. Apart from the constraint 
evident from table 4.3, namely that two adjacent consonants tend not to 
share identical features of manner of articulation, no syllable ends in a 
consonant, an obstruent other than /v / agrees in voicing with an immedi-
ately following obstruent, velars do not occur before front vowels, and 
phonetically palatalized consonants do not occur before certain back 
vowels. Constraints on sequences of consonant and vowel are summarized 
in table 4.4. The back vowels /у / , / ъ / , and front vowels other than / i / did 
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Table 4.3 Old Church Slavonic consonant clusters 

Initials Finals 
p b t d k g m n v l r x ń 1 r e 

s + + + + + + + -h J J 
z J I I + + + + + 
9 (I) + + + + (I) 
d (I) + + + 
t,k,x 

(I) 
+ + + 

p,b (J) + + + 
ž I + + + 
m, v + + J 
č + + 
š + + J J 
c,dz + 
n + 
sp J J 
st I J + 
sk + + + 
sm,sv + 
sx,zg J J J 
zb,zm J J 
zd J J 
zv J J 
št J J 
žd J 
tv J 

Note: -I- no constraints; I word-medial and at morpheme boundary only; J at 
morpheme boundary only; ( ) restricted to one or a few lexical items. 

not occur initially, where the two back vowels took prothetic /v / , and the 
front vowels prothetic / j / . A vowel sequence is attested in only one native 
lexical morpheme, namely the root of /papčina/ 'spider's web', and in the 
suffixes /aa/ , /ča/ of the imperfect tense. At morpheme boundaries, the 
following vowel sequences occur: /ai/ , /au/ , /ao/ , /oi/ , /ou/ , /oo/ , 
/ei / , /čo/ . 

Most of the variant spellings resulted from changes occurring between 
the time of the translations and the actual extant copies, while a few 
variants are the result of prehistoric changes. 

Nasal vowels are regular prehistoric reflexes, with a vowel-nasal 
sequence before a consonant or a long vowel-nasal sequence word-finally 
giving rise to the nasal vowels / 9 / and / ę / . There are attested a few 
examples of younger reflexes of these nasal vowels, arising probably from 
historical denasalizations, with / 9 / giving / u / or / 0 / and / ę / giving / e / 
or / ё / . In Glagolitic, spellings with о for pand efor ę could have arisen as 
the result of the omission of the second element of the digraphs for the 
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Table 4.4 Constraints on consonant-vowel sequences 

у ъ о 9 u а č ę e ь 

Velar + + + + + + 

M , č 
ń, 1, f 
с, dz 

+ + C G 
- - - + + + -

- - - + + S + 
- - - + + + + 

+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 

Note: -f no constraints; C Cyrillic; G Glagolitic; S Suprasliensis. There are no 
constraints for labials or for dentals other than /c / , /dz/. š, i, č + e are attested in 
spellings that are possibly Moravian. 

nasal vowels. In other contexts there was dialectal sporadic nasalization of 
a vowel in contact with a nasal consonant giving rise to doublets such as 
/gnusiti s f / , /gn9siti sę/ 'be disgusted', arising probably prehistorically. 

Scribal inconsistency indicates that the reduced vowels were lost in 
Balkan dialects by the end of the tenth century in weak position (Лъпа/ > 
/sna/ 'sleep (GEN SG)', /dbne/ > /dne/ 'day (GEN SG)'), but were trans-
formed in strong position (nominative singular Л ъ п ъ / > Western /son/ , 
elsewhere /san/ , /dbnb/ > /den/ , /dan / ) . The reduced vowels were in 
weak position when not immediately followed by a syllable containing 
another reduced vowel in weak position, but were in strong position when 
immediately followed by such a syllable. Thus all utterance-final reduced 
vowels were weak, but a word-final reduced vowel could be in strong 
position when followed by an enclitic, as in /predamb jb/, later /predame 
j/ 'I will betray him' cited above or in /dbnb sb/, later /dnes/, 'day this 
(ACC SG)', 'today'. 

In dialects with high allophones of the reduced vowels contiguous with 
/ j / , strong reduced vowels in such a context had high-vowel reflexes, 
instead of the mid-vowel reflexes occurring in other contexts, as in sbtvorbi 
(Zographensis, Sawina kniga), sbtvorii (Marianus), sbtvorei 
(Assemanianus) (Luke 10.37) 'do (PAST ACT PART NOM SG M DEF)'. The 
variants all represent reflexes of /sbtvofbjb/. Zographensis and Sawina 
kniga represent either this form or a younger /stvoraj/ in a dialect without 
the high allophones, whereas Marianus represents either the older form 
with high allophones [sT>tvoriji] or its reflex /stvorij/. Only Assemanianus 
is unambiguous, representing a Western reflex /stvorej/. All four witnesses 
typically write the jer in the first syllable, even though the vowel had dis-
appeared in this context. 

Prehistorically there were back syllabic sonorants and front syllabic 
sonorants followed by a back and front vocalic glide, respectively. 
Although this etymological distinction will be observed in phonological 
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representations in this study, the distinction is not observed in the or-
thography, so that the front and back syllabic sonorants may have merged 
prehistorically, as in crbvb (Zographensis), crbvb (Marianus) (Mark 9.44) 
'worm (NOM SG)'. From the palatal initial consonant one may reconstruct 
etymological /črbvb/. The jer letters used to indicate syllabic sonorants are 
never replaced by e or о letters, whereas such younger spellings are attested 
for the sonorants followed by a phonemic reduced vowel, as in skrbžbštetb 
(Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; Mark 9.18), skreibštetb 
(Euchologium Sinaiticum 88a. 10) 'gnash (3 SG PRS)'. In this example, a 
velar, / к / , precedes the sequence of / r / plus front reduced vowel, whereas a 
velar could not precede any front segment, including a front syllabic sonorant. 

Similarly, the shift of / ъ / to / о / is attested in prepositions immediately 
followed by a syllable containing a sequence / r / plus reduced vowel in 
weak position, but such a shift is not attested when the syllable contains a 
syllabic sonorant; thus vo krbvi (Psalterium Sinaiticum 57.11) 'in blood 
(LOC SG)' represents the reflex of an older /vb krbve/. 

Low vowels followed by / r / or /1/ plus a consonant prehistorically 
metathesized and lengthened, as is attested by some alternations in the 
manuscripts: borę sę (Suprasliensis 56.22) 'fight (PRS ACT PART NOM SG M 
INDEF)', sę brati (Suprasliensis 73.9) 'fight (INF)', meljaaše (Suprasliensis 
565.10) 'grind (3 SG IMPF)' (for /melaaše/), mbletb (Suprasliensis 565.4) 
'grind (SUPINE)' (for /mlčtb/). Here, / a / and /Ё/ are metathesized 
reflexes of / о / and / e / , respectively. There is attested one example which 
is possibly evidence for a dialect in which this metathesis had not taken 
place: zolbta (Psalterium Sinaiticum 71.15) 'gold (GEN SG)'; the normal 
spelling is zlata. 

Word-initially, the absence of the metathesis seems more widespread, 
since there are attested for two roots a number of examples with or without 
the metathesis, as in ladii (Marianus), aldii (Zographensis) (Mark 1.19) 
'boat (LOC SG)', lačpšta (Zographensis), alčpšta (Marianus, 
Assemanianus), albčpšta (Sawina kniga) (Matthew 25.37) 'hunger (PRS 
ACT PART ACC SG м)'. One root and one prefix are attested with initial ra 
and го: гаЪъ (Suprasliensis 106.1), гоЬъ (Suprasliensis 106.5) 'slave', 
razboinici (Suprasliensis 557.24) ' robber (NOM PL)', rozboinikb (Supra-
sliensis 558.9) (NOM SG). Most likely, the forms with a are Balkan, and 
those with о Moravian. 

Whereas the dental sonorants followed by front vowels may be preceded 
by dental obstruents, the palatal sonorants are preceded by palatal obstru-
ents, and therefore must have been articulated further back than were the 
dentals: blaznitb (Zographensis; John 6.61) 'offend (3 SG PRS)', blazneaxp 
sę (Zographensis; Matthew 13.57) 'be offended (3 PL IMPF)', myslite 
(Zographensis; Matthew 9.4) 'think (2 PL PRS)', myslease (Zographensis; 
Luke 12.17) (3 SG IMPF). The palatal alternants / ž / , / š / are attested regu-
larly when immediately preceding the sonorants /п / , /1/. The sonorant 
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/г/ , or its reflex, is attested with immediately preceding dentals as well as 
palatals: sbmotriši (Suprasliensis 241.16) 'observe (2 SG PRES)', 
sbmostraaxg (Suprasliensis 184.8) (3 PL IMPF), sbmotraaše (Suprasliensis 
92.17) (3 SG IMPF) (for /sT>moštraaše/); mędrisi sę (Suprasliensis 49.15) 
'dispute (2 SG PRS)', premęzdrati sę (Suprasliensis 21.24) 'philosophize 
(INF)', umędreję (Psalterium Sinaiticum 18.8) 'make wise (PRS ACT PART 
NOM SG N)' (for /umpźdraję/ ). The first member of each triple of examples 
has the dental stop / t / or / d / because the immediately following sonorant 
is also dental, whereas the second example has the palatal alternant /š t / or 
/žd/ before the reflexes of palatal / f / . In the third example of each triple, 
not only has the palatal sonorant merged with dental / г / , but also the 
dental:palatal alternation has been suppressed analogically. There is 
attested further orthographical evidence to show that /й / , /1/ behave more 
conservatively than / f / . In the most conservative spellings, the palatal 
sonorants are indicated by a diacritic on the consonant letter, by the use of 
the letters for the front allophones of / u / , / p / and by indicating / a / by the 
letter e after the palatal sonorants in both Glagolitic and Cyrillic. The dia-
critic is attested at all regularly only in the Glagolitic Zographensis and the 
Cyrillic Suprasliensis. In Zographensis the diacritic is used much more 
consistently for /1/ and /й / than for / f / . In Suprasliensis the diacritic is 
used for /V and /й / even more consistently than in Zographensis, but the 
diacritic is almost never used for / f / . Indeed, in Suprasliensis etymological 
/ f / is frequently not indicated by the following vowel letter, as for instance 
in ra for / f a / in the examples just cited. The reason for this is that / f / 
merged with / г / when /1/ and /й / were still distinct from the dentals. 
Whereas on typological grounds it is most likely that /А/ and /1/ were pre-
palatal, articulated in the position of / j / , a palatalized vibrant cannot be 
articulated in this position, so that / f / must have been post-alveolar, 
articulated in the position of / ž / , and therefore phonetically closer to the 
dentals than were / й / and /1/. 

In some Eastern dialects, labials and dentals were phonetically pala-
talized before front vowels. When the reduced vowels were lost in weak 
position, palatalized labials and dentals became distinct from their non-
palatalized counterparts, for instance: [кар'ь] > /кар ' / 'image', versus 
/роръ/ > /pop/ 'priest', [dan'b] > / d a n ' / 'tribute', versus /dam>/ > 
/dan/ 'give (PAST PASS PART)'. There is some indication that in some 
dialects palatal /1/ and /й / remained distinct from the dentals after the 
loss of the reduced vowels, as in dhneshńeago (Suprasliensis 35.4), 
dneśhńego (Suprasliensis 53.10) (for /dnesńago/ from /dbnbsbńajego/) 
'today's [date] (GEN SG N)'. For such dialects one may also posit, for 
instance, /койь/ > /кой/, but since Balkan Slavic dialects which retain the 
Palatal /1/, /й / do not have palatalized labials and dentals, it cannot be 
shown that a ternary opposition of laterals and nasals, such as / n / , / n ' / , 
/й/ , arose anywhere in the Balkans. 
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Within a morpheme, sequences of a labial and palatal /1/ are attested 
regularly, without any textual variants, apart from the presence or absence 
of the diacritic: plbvati (Zographensis), plbvati (Marianus) (Mark 14.65) 
'spit (INF)', sbbljude (Marianus) (John 12.7) 'preserve (3 SG AOR)', 
sbbljudetb (Zographensis, Sawina kniga), sbbljudet (Assemanianus) (3 
SG PRS). At the end of a morpheme, there are attested forms with and with-
out the lateral before / i / and / ь / : zemli (Zographensis), zemi (Marianus, 
Assemanianus, Sawina kniga) (Matthew 6.10) 'earth (LOC SG)', когаЫь 
(Zographensis), korabb (Marianus), когаЬъ (Assemanianus, Sawina 
kniga) (Matthew 8.23) 'boat (ACC SG)'. In Assemanianus, Sawina kniga, 
Psalterium Sinaiticum, Euchologium Sinaiticum and Suprasliensis the 
lateral is often omitted before other vowels, often with a jer written after 
the labial: zemle (Suprasliensis 97.2), zembja (Suprasliensis 322.10) 'earth 
(NOM SG)'. The second of these spellings may denote a shift of /1/ to / j / . 

Loss of intervocalic / j / , sometimes with vowel assimilation and some-
times further with vowel contraction, is frequently attested for high vowels, 
low vowels and / 9 / : пШИтъ (Marianus, Sawina kniga), ništiim 
(Assemanianus) (for /niš t i j inrb/ or / n i š t i m / ) , пШтъ (Zographensis) 
(John 12.5) 'poor (DAT PL DEF)'; malyixb (Assemanianus) (for 
/malyjixb/ or /malyixb/), malyxb (Zographensis) (Matthew 5.19) 'small 
(GEN PL DEF)'; seexb (Zographensis) (for /sejaxb/), seaxrb (Marianus), 
sexb (Sawina kniga) (Matthew 25.26) 'sow (1 SG AOR)'; blagaja (Sawina 
kniga 123r), blagaa (Sawina kniga 67r), blaga (Marianus) (Luke 11.13) 
'good (ACC PL N DEF)'; drugpjp (Marianus) (Matthew 5.39), drugpp 
(Suprasliensis 120.14), 'other (ACC SG F)'. When the first vowel is / a / , / u / 
or / ё / , and the second is / e / , the assimilation of the second vowel to the 
first is attested after the drop of / j / , while still younger forms show 
contraction: novaego (Zographensis) (for /novajego/ or /novaego/), 
novaago (Marianus, Assemanianus), novago (Sawina kniga) (Matthew 
26.28) 'new (GEN SG M DEF)'; slepuemu (Zographensis), slepumu 
(Assemanianus) (John 11.37) 'blind (DAT SG M DEF)'; novuumu 
(Marianus; Luke 5.39) 'new (DAT SG М DEF)'; večbneemb (Marianus), 
večneamb (Assemanianus), večbnemb (Zographensis), večbneem (Supra-
sliensis 367.4) (John 6.27) 'eternal (LOC SG м)'. After a vowel letter, 
Glagolitic e corresponds to etymological / j a / and / je / , whereas the corre-
sponding letter in Cyrillic never denotes / j / plus low vowel, hence the 
spelling difference between Assemanianus and Suprasliensis in the last 
example. 

Similar contractions, and in Cyrillic an assimilation, are attested in the 
suffix of the imperfect tense, where no / j / is involved: xoždaaše 
(Zographensis, Assemanianus), xozdaše (Marianus, Sawina kniga) 
(Matthew 14.29) 'walk (3 SG IMPF)'; ideaše (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus), ideše (Sawina kniga) (Luke 7.6) 'go (3 SG IMPF)'; beaše, 
beeše (Suprasliensis 46.30) 'be (3 SG IMPF)'. 
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The affricate /dz/ merged with / z / , both forms being attested in 
Glagolitic, whereas Cyrillic has only /z / . 

For the etymological sequences / je / , / ja / , Glagolitic has č and Cyrillic 
has ja. Word-initial etymological / ja / , but not / č / , is attested with these 
spellings and also, in both Glagolitic and Cyrillic, a: evlenie (Marianus, 
Assemanianus), javenie (Sawina kniga), avlenbe (Zographensis) (Luke 
8.17) 'revelation (NOM SG)', avlenijemb (Suprasliensis 186.24) (INST SG). 
Similar variants are attested for / ju / , / u / 'already' and /jutro/, /utro/ 
'morning'. 

There are attested a few examples of i written for y. This could be evi-
dence for a genuine sound shift, but might also result from the omission of 
the first part of the digraph Ъ1 /у / . 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations 
As a result of the second (and third) and first palatalizations, velars 
alternate with dentals and palatals, respectively, as shown in table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Consonant alternations resulting from the Proto-SIavonic 
palatalizations 

Velar k g x sk zg sx 
Dental с dz s sc/st zd sc 
Palatal č ž š št žd š 

There are also alternations of / с / with / č / and of /dz/ with / ž / in some 
forms which lack a velar correspondent. The dental alternants occur regu-
larly before / ё / and / i / both in declension and in the imperative, and less 
regularly in various forms after / i / , / ę / , / ь / and / г ь / . The palatal 
alternants occur before front vowels in environments other than those in 
which the dental alternants occur, and in various places in inflection and in 
word formation described in section 3. 

Owing to the influence of an etymological following / j / , dentals 
alternate with palatals in various places in inflection and in word formation, 
as shown in table 4.6. Occurring in the same places as the dental 
alternations, labials have the alternants /bi / , /pl / , /ml/, /vi/. 

As a result of earlier alternations between long and short vowels in 
roots, and of the fronting of vowels after palatalized consonants in both 
roots and inflections, the following vowel alternations are found: / b / : / i / ; 
/ ъ / : / у / : / и / ; / e / : / e / : / i / ; / o / : / a / ; / o / : / e / ; / č / : / a / ; / ъ / : / ь / ; 
/y / : / i / ; / ё / : / i / ; / y / : / ? / . 

No vowel: 0 alternations occurred in the language of the original trans-
lators, but as a result of the loss of the reduced vowels there arose the 
following alternations: Western /e/:0, /o/ :0, and in other dialects either 
/e/:0 and /э/ :0, or a single alternation /э / :0 . 
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Table 4.6 Consonant alternations resulting from Proto-Slavonic *j 

Dental d zd t st z s r tr dr n sn zn 1 si 
Palatal žd žd št št ž š f str ždr ń šn žn 1 šl 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
The distinction between singular, dual and plural is strictly preserved, 
except for twelve examples of the noun /roditelb/ 'parent', 20 per cent of 
the attested total, which have plural forms instead of dual. Nouns referring 
to groups of people tend to have attributes agreeing syntactically in the 
singular, but non-attributive forms agreeing semantically, and therefore 
plural: 

vbsb (SG) ze narodb (SG) sbbravb (SG) sę stojaxg (PL) pozorujęste (PL) 
(Suprasliensis 117.14) 
'and all (SG) the crowd (SG), having gathered (SG), were standing (PL) watching 
(PL ).' 

Four feminine singular collective personal nouns tend to take feminine 
singular attributes agreeing syntactically, but non-attributive forms tend to 
agree semantically, being plural, and masculine if distinct for gender: 

vblezb къ spštii (F SG) tu bratii (F SG) celova ję (м ACC PL) oni (м NOM PL) ze 
umyvše (м NOM PL) jemu noże (Suprasliensis 523.21) 
'having gone in to the brothers (F SG) who were (literally: being (F SG)) there, he 
greeted them (М ACC PL), and they (М NOM PL), having washed his feet. . 

Old Church Slavonic has the following cases: nominative, vocative, 
accusative, genitive, dative, instrumental, locative. While the nominative, 
accusative, genitive, dative, instrumental and locative have the major 
meanings that one might expect, each has a number of uses to which it 
would be arbitrary to attach an invariant meaning, as may be illustrated by 
the forms in the dative and genitive in the following passage: 

nikomuze (DAT) sego (GEN) nš slyśati tbcbjp тьпё (DAT) jednomu (DAT) povezdb 
... semu (DAT) otbca (ACC) pokati mi (DAT) (Suprasliensis 241.1) 
'There is no one (DAT) to hear this (GEN). Tell only me (DAT) alone (DAT) . . . show 
the father (ACC) of this person (DAT) to me (DAT).' 

Of the five dative forms in this example, the first is the subject of an infini-
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tive, the second, third and fifth are indirect objects, while the fourth is in 
the adnominal dative rather than the genitive because its accusative head 
noun is homonymous with the genitive. The form sego is in the genitive, 
rather than the accusative, because the existential verb is negated. 

In the singular, nouns and short masculine adjectives have vocative 
forms. There is attested one neuter noun in the vocative, osile (Supra-
sliensis 313.17) 'trap'. For masculine and feminine singular nouns, 
including inanimates, there are attested only two types of exception to the 
use of the vocative for address. In one example (Suprasliensis 146.18), 
gospodi vojevoda 'Lord general', the first noun is vocative, the second 
nominative. In Suprasliensis, /bratbja/ 'brothers' has five examples of the 
vocative, but fifteen examples of the nominative for the vocative, probably 
because this grammatically singular noun refers semantically to a group of 
persons. 

While most nouns have consistent gender agreement, either masculine, 
neuter or feminine, some nouns show variance of gender agreement, 
having attributive forms with syntactic agreement, and non-attributive 
forms with semantic agreement. Unlike the collective nouns such as 
/bratbja/ 'brothers' exemplified above, the nouns in question here show 
variance only for gender, not for number. For the general relationship of 
declension and gender, see below. 

The noun /deti/ 'children', paradigmatically feminine plural, is attested 
twice with attributes, which are both feminine, but is attested four times 
with non-attributive forms, all of which are masculine. 

The nouns /cędo/ 'child', /iśtędbje/ 'offspring' and /mladętbce/ 
'infant' are attested with twenty-two examples of neuter attributes, but with 
eleven non-attributive masculine forms versus only one neuter form, 
whereas /otrocę/ 'child', belonging to a different declension, is attested 
only with neuter agreement. 

Nouns with the nominative singular inflection - / a / or - / i / have exclu-
sively feminine agreement when referring to females, animals and 
inanimates. Male personal nouns in this declension are attested only with 
masculine agreement in the singular, but in the dual and plural tend to take 
feminine attributes, whereas non-attributive forms tend to be masculine: 

va oba (NOM DU M) sluze (NOM DU) sotonine (ADJECTIVE NOM DU F) (Suprasliensis 
75.1) 
'you both (NOM DU M) are servants (NOM DU) of Satan.' 

In the dual, there are attested one feminine attribute and three masculine 
non-attributive forms, whereas in the plural there is attested a hierarchical 
opposition with twenty-eight feminine attributes and two masculine, but 
with ten non-attributive feminine forms and seventeen masculine, 
apparently showing a stronger tendency for syntactic agreement in 
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attributes than for semantic agreement in non-attributive forms. The hier-
archical nature of the opposition is exemplified in the following: 

sokaciję cisteisę (NOM PL F) vasb sętb ize (NOM PL M) sptb rabi človečbsti 
(Suprasliensis 116.2) 
'Cooks who (NOM PL м) are servants of men are cleaner (NOM PL F) than you.' 

In this example, a feminine adjective is the predicate of a noun which is the 
antecedent to a masculine relative pronoun. 

гъ1отъ (DAT PL M) sokacijamb otbdano (Suprasliensis 437.3) 
'Handed over to evil (DAT PL M) cooks.' 

The noun 'cooks' here has a masculine adjectival attribute. 

slugy vedeaxp počrbpbšei (NOM PL M) (Zographensis, Marianus)/pocrbpbśęję 
(NOM PL F) (Assemanianus) vodp (John 2.9) 
'The servants who had drawn (literally: having drawn) the water knew.' 

In this example, the participle agreeing with the noun is masculine in two 
witnesses, but feminine in a third. 

Of the few attested examples of epicene nouns (that is, nouns that can 
be of either gender depending on the sex of the referent) in this declension, 
one example has a feminine attribute which does not refer to a female 
person: 

gospodb moi (М) i bogb moi ęzika moja (F) i tvorbcb moi (Suprasliensis 509.11) 
'My Lord and my God, my kinsman and my creator.' 

The accusative singular of masculine nouns is homonymous either with 
the nominative singular, or with the genitive singular. Table 4.7 shows a 
hierarchical attestation of both types of accusative. Although one may 
conclude from the table that position on the hierarchy is governed largely 
by the lexical features Personal, Mature, other types of feature, gram-
matical, syntactic and referential, are also involved. 

Proper and common personal nouns at the head of the hierarchy belong 
to the major masculine declension with genitive singular in - / a / , whereas 
the common personal nouns gospodb 'lord' and ууяъ 'son' did not orig-
inally belong to this declension, but acquired the inflection - / a / as a means 
of expressing the accusative singular. One other grammatical feature is 
involved, namely the relationship between the noun and the adjectives 
formed from the noun stem. If the stem forms an adjective referring exclus-
ively to an individual person, then the noun will occupy a high position on 
the accusative hierarchy. Such adjectives are formed from all proper 
personal noun stems, but not from all common personal nouns. Of the 
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Table 4.7 Attestation of nominative-accusative (NA) and genitive-
accusative (GA) of masculine animate nouns 

G PS ES С 5 Total % 

1 Proper NA 1 — — 2 — 3 0.4 
personal GA 507 31 22 10 220 790 99.6 

2 Common NA 17 — 1 2 7 27 2.4 
personal GA 478 47 75 25 484 1109 97.6 

3 gospodb 
'lord' 

NA 1 — — 2 2 5 2.8 gospodb 
'lord' GA 60 65 6 4 38 173 97.2 

4 rabb NA 13 — 2 — — 15 13.4 
'slave' GA 30 8 42 — 17 97 86.6 

5 synb NA 27 — 1 — 2 30 20.8 
'(mature) son' GA 86 5 7 2 14 114 79.2 

6 angeh> NA 8 — — — — 8 57.1 
'angel' GA 2 — — — 4 6 42.9 

7 Animals NA 32 4 6 1 9 52 70.3 
GA 3 3 1 — 15 22 29.7 

8 sym> NA 20 — - — 2 22 78.6 
'(infant) son' GA 4 — - — 2 6 21.4 

9 Ьёвъ NA 28 — — — 7 35 87.5 
'demon' GA 1 — — — 4 5 12.5 

10 Infants NA 12 1 1 — 5 19 90.5 
GA — — — — 2 2 9.5 

11 duxb NA 76 7 18 — 9 110 90.9 
'spirit' GA 1 — 4 — 6 11 9.1 

12 Inanimates NA 1227 320 203 64 743 2557 96.3 
GA 49 5 — 3 40 97 3.7 

Note: G Gospels; PS Psalterium Sinaiticum; ES Euchologium Sinaiticum; С 
Clozianus; S Suprasliensis. 

twenty-seven examples of common personal nouns attested in the 
nominative-accusative singular, twenty-one do not have individual 
personal adjectives. The common personal stem gospod-, which does form 
such an adjective, is higher on the hierarchy than the common personal 
syn-, which has no such adjective. The stem rab- 'slave' does have such an 
adjective, but its position on the hierarchy may be determined by the fact 
that a slave was low in the real-world hierarchy of persons. None of the 
nouns in categories 6 to 12 in table 4.7 has an individual personal 
adjective. In possessive constructions where the head noun controls a single 
item, the individual personal adjectives are used, instead of the genitive 
singular, almost without exception, whereas nouns with no individual 
adjective tend to use the genitive singular of the noun for reference to a 
definite possessed entity, but an adjective for an indefinite possessed entity. 
Similarly, there is a strong tendency for the genitive-accusative to refer to a 
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definite object, and for the nominative-accusative to refer to an indefinite 
object: for instance, of the twenty-seven examples of common personal 
attestations, seventeen have indefinite reference and only ten have definite 
reference. 

There is also a tendency for the nominative-accusative to occur as 
object of a preposition, rather than as direct object of a verb. For 
inanimates, the last group to embrace the genitive-accusative, ninety-one 
of the attested examples of the genitive-accusative are direct objects, 
whereas only six examples are objects of prepositions. Returning to the 
common personal attestations, one notices that six of the examples of the 
nominative-accusative with definite reference occur as objects of prepo-
sitions, leaving only four examples referring to definite objects. Thus the 
features controlling the accusative singular hierarchy were lexical, the 
features Personal, Mature and Proper; grammatical, declensional member-
ship and the presence or absence of an individual personal adjective; 
syntactic, direct object versus prepositional object; and referential, definite 
versus indefinite reference. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
There are five noun declensions, which can be distinguished by the 
inflection of the genitive singular. In the singular and plural, six cases are 
distinguished, but in the dual there are only three sets of forms: 
nominative/accusative, genitive/locative and dative/instrumental. 

The inflectional suffixes for nouns with the genitive singular in - / a / , 
given in table 4.8, have alternants for phonetically palatalized (soft) and 
non-palatalized (hard) stem-final consonants. Velar stems undergo alter-
nation before front-vowel inflections, as in table 4.10. In this declension, 
nouns denoting mature male persons and animals are masculine, while 
some nouns denoting children and inanimates are masculine, but others are 
neuter. The noun /podružbje/ 'spouse', not attested with agreeing forms, is 
morphologically neuter. Typical examples of this declension are: /gradi>/ 
'city' (M, hard), /mpžb/ 'man, husband' (M, soft), /mesto/ 'place' (N, 
hard), /srbdbce/ 'heart' (N, soft). 

The inflectional suffixes for nouns with the genitive singular in - /у / 
(hard) or - / ę / (soft) are given in table 4.9; again, there are hard and soft 
alternants, and velar stems undergo alternation before front-vowel 
inflections (table 4.10). Nouns denoting female persons, animals (irre-
spective of sex) and inanimates are feminine. Nouns denoting male persons 
have inflectional suffixes identical with the feminine, are attested with 
masculine agreement in the singular, but with optional masculine or 
feminine agreement in the dual and plural (see section 3.1.1). Four collec-
tive personal nouns, declined only in the singular, have variable number 
and gender agreement (see section 3.1.1). Stems ending in -/yń/- and 
some in - /bj /- have nominative singular - / i / ; others have - / a / . Typical 
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Table 4.8 Inflectional suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in -/a/ 

Masculine Neuter 
Hard Soft Hard Soft 
'slave' 'man* * place' 'heart1 

Singular 
voc rabe mpžu 
NOM гаЬъ mpžb mčsto srbdbce 
ACC = N O M / G E N = N O M / G E N mčsto srbdbce 
GEN raba mpža mčsta srbdbca 
DAT rabu mpžu mčstu srbdbcu 
INST rabomb mpžemb mčstomb srbdbcemb 
LOC rabč mpži mčstč srbdbci 

Dual 
mpži 

NOM raba mpža mčstč srbdbci 
ACC raba mpža mčstč srbdbci 
GEN rabu mpžu mčstu srbdbcu 
DAT raboma mpžema mčstoma srbdbcema 
INST raboma mpžema mčstoma srbdbcema 
LOC rabu mpžu mčstu srbdbcu 

Plural 
mpžu 

NOM rabi mpži mčsta srbdbca 
ACC raby mpźę mčsta srbdbca 
GEN гаЬъ mpžb mčstb srbdbcb 
DAT гаЬошъ mpženrb mčstonrb srbdbcenn> 
INST raby mpži mčsty srbdbci 
LOC гаЬёхъ mpžixb mčstčxb srbdbcbn> 

examples of this declension are: /žena/ 'woman, wife' (F, hard), /sluga/ 
'servant' (M, hard), /duša/ 'soul' (F, soft), /rabyńi/ 'slave-woman' (F, 
soft). 

In addition to the velar stem alternants for nouns with genitive singular 
in - / a / or - /у / listed in table 4.10, one noun, / v ^ x v b / 'wizard', has the 
alternants /v^svi / (NOM PL), vfbšve (voc SG) even though the velar is not 
stem-final. For velar clusters a few examples of dental alternants are 
attested: /drezde/ 'forest (LOC SG F)' (one example only), /dbska/ 
'board', /dbscč/, /&ъЫЪ/ (LOC SG), /pasxa/ 'Passover', /pasce/ (LOC 
SG). 

Of nouns with the genitive singular in - / i / (table 4.11), stems denoting 
animals and male persons are masculine, inanimates are either masculine 
or feminine. Declined only in the plural are /ludbje/ 'people', and the 
morphologically feminine /dčti/ 'children' (for agreement, see section 
3.1.1). Gender is distinguished inflectionally only in the instrumental 
singular and the nominative plural. Typical examples are: /kostb/ 'bone' 
(F), /pptb/ 'way' (M). 

For nouns with the genitive singular in - /u / , there are attested one male 
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Table 4.9 Inflectional suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in -/у/ 
(hard), -/?/ (soft) 

SG DU PL 
Hard Soft Hard Soft Hard Soft 

voc ženo 'woman' duše 'soul' 
NOM žena duša žene duši ženy duš? 
ACC ženp dušp ženč duši ženy duš? 
GEN ženy duš? ženu dušu ŽCTVb dušb 
DAT ženč duši ženama dušama ženanvb dušanrb 
INST ženojp dušejp ženama dušama ženami dušami 
LOC ženč duši ženu dušu ženaxb dušaxb 

Note: Nouns such as /rabyńi/ 'slave woman' decline like /duša/ except for the 
nominative singular in - / i / . 

personal noun /sym>/ 'son', one animal noun /VO1T>/ 'OX' and six 
inanimate nouns, all masculine. The most conservative of the attested 
inflections are given in table 4.12. 

Of nouns with genitive singular in - / e / , masculines include inanimates 
and one animal, feminines include inanimates and female persons, neuters 
include inanimates and the young of animals. Table 4.13 lists the singular, 
including stem alternations in the neuter and feminine. Table 4.14 lists dual 
and plural inflections. Corresponding to the genitive singular /kamene/ 
'stone' (M), the form /катепь/ is attested as nominative/accusative 
singular, and in Suprasliensis the form / к а т у / is also used for nominative 
and accusative. Corresponding to nominative/accusative /когепь/ 'root' 

Table 4.10 Velar stem alternants in noun inflection 

Genitive in - /a / , masculine and neuter 

bogb 'god' ргогокъ 'prophet' duxb 'spirit' 
LOC SG bodzč ргогосё dusč 
NOM PL bodzi proroci dusi 
LOC PL bodzčxb ргогосёхъ dusčxb 
VOC SG bože proroče duše 

Genitive in - /a / , neuter 

včko 'eyelid' 
NOM/АСС DU včcč 

Genitive in - / y / 

DAT/LOC SG, NOM/АСС DU 
noga 'leg' rpka 'hand' muxa 'fly' 

DAT/LOC SG, NOM/АСС DU nodzč грсё musč 
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Table 4.11 Inflectional suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in -/i/ 

Singular Dual Plural 
M F M F м F 

voc ppti 'path' kosti 'bone' 
NOM pptb kostb ppti kosti pptbje kosti 
ACC pptb kostb ppti kosti ppti kosti 
GEN ppti kosti pptbju kostbju pptbjb kostbjb 
DAT ppti kosti pptbma kostbma pptbnrb kostbirrb 
INST pptbmb kostbjp pptbma kostbma pptbmi kostbmi 
LOC ppti kosti pptbju kostbju pptbxb ксЫьхъ 

Suprasliensis 399.14 has a scribal error tvorę for an otherwise unattested 
nominative singular masculine */korę/. Masculine nouns with the suffixes 
-/an/-, -/tel/-, - /ar / - are attested with forms of both the - / a / and - / e / 
types in the plural, but with only forms of the - / a / type in the singular and 
dual. Stems with - /an/- and some with - /a r / - follow these suffixes with a 
further suffix - / in/- in the singular and dual. 

The loss of the reduced vowels occasioned some later changes in 
declension. Inflectional suffixes containing a reduced vowel in weak 
position were shortened by one syllable. In nouns with a reduced vowel in 
the last syllable of the stem, such as /dbnb/ 'day' (м), genitive singular 
/dbne/, there arose vowel:zero alternations (see section 2.2). With stem-
final / j / , /učenbje/ 'teaching' (N), genitive plural /učenbjb/, for instance, 
gave Western /učenje/, /učenej/, while elsewhere [učenije], [učeniji] gave 
/učenje/, /učenij/. 

In the dative and locative plural of types with - / i / and - / e / genitives, 
there arose younger - /em/, - /ex/, or - / э т / , - /эх/ . In dialects without 
palatalization of labials before front vowels, the instrumental singular 
masculine became identical with the dative plural, but in other dialects 
these two forms came to be distinguished by the presence or absence of 

Table 4.12 Inflectional suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in -/u/ 

SG DU PL 

voc synu 'son' 
NOM synb syny synove 
ACC вупъ syny syny 
GEN synu synovu synovb 
DAT synovi sym>ma synonrb 
INST synomb sym>ma sym>mi 
LOC synu synovu synoxb 
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Table 4.13 Singular of nouns with genitive singular in -/e/ 

'day' 4seed' 'lamb1 'word' 'mother' 'church' 
(M) (N) (N) (N) 00 (F) 

NOM dbnb sčm? agnę slovo mati crbky 
ACC dbnb sčm? agnę slovo materb сгькъ\ъ 
GEN dbne semene agnęte slovese matere crbkbve 
DAT dbni sčmeni agnęti slovesi materi crbkbvi 
INST dbnbmb sčmenbmb agnčtbmb slovesbmb materbję crbkbvbjp 
LOC dbne sčmene agnęte slovese matere crbkbve 

palatalization of the final labial. The phonetic reflex of the genitive plural 
-/bjb/ was Western /e j / , but elsewhere either regularly / i j / or else /e j / by 
analogy with the dative and locative. 

A number of analogical changes in noun declension are attested. The 
dative plural in - / о т ъ / of - / u / genitives probably arose prehistorically by 
analogy with - / a / genitives and with genitive - /ovb/ of the - /u / genitive 
type genitive plural. Then the - / u / genitive type locative plural - /охъ/ 
could have arisen prehistorically by analogy with the dative. In Western 
dialects younger locative and dative - /ох/ , - / о т / could have arisen 
phonetically from the inflections that can be reconstructed as - /ъхъ / , 
- / ъ т ъ / . While the - / u / genitive type instrumental singular - / о т ь / may 
also be analogical with the - / a / genitive type inflection, an occasionally 
attested instrumental singular -ътъ for - / a / genitive type nouns may be a 

Table 4.14 Dual and plural suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in 
-/e/ 

Dual Plural 
M N M F N 

NOM dbni sčmenč dbne materi sčmena 
ACC dbni sčmenč dbni materi sčmena 
GEN dbnu *semenu dbnb materb вётепъ 
DAT dbnbma sčmenbma dbnbmb пШегьтъ sčmenbnrb 
INST dbnbma sčmenbma dbnbmi materbmi sčmeny 
LOC dbnu *sčmenu dbnbxb * mater ьхъ sčmenbxb 

Note: In the neuter nominative-accusative dual, the ending / - i / is also attested. 
The feminine dual is not attested, likewise the locative plural of the type /mati/ 
'mother' and the genitive-locative dual of the /sčm?/ type (but compare /tčlesu/ 
'body', of the /slovo/ type). Feminines with nominative singular in - / у / have in the 
plural dative - / а т ъ / , instrumental -/ami/, locative - /ахъ/, as in /сгькъуатъ/, 
/crbkbvami/, /сгькъуахъ/ 'church'. 
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Moravian feature. There are also attested a few examples of genitive plural 
masculine -ovъ for - / a / genitive type nouns by analogy with the - / u / 
genitive type form. 

Neuter - / e / genitive type nouns with nominative singular in - / о / are 
attested with - / a / genitive type inflections based on the old nominative/ 
accusative stem, such as younger /slova/ 'word (GEN SG)' for older 
/slovese/. Also in the singular - / e / genitive type nouns have younger geni-
tive/locative in - / i / by analogy with the dative and with the - / i / genitive 
type. In the plural masculine nouns of this declension have in the nomina-
tive -/bje/ and in the genitive -/bjb/ by analogy with the - / i / genitive 
type. 

The neuter nouns /oko/ 'eye' and /uxo/ 'ear' in the singular and plural 
are attested with - / a / genitive type suffixes, and with stems /očes-/, 
/ušes-/ with - / e / genitive type suffixes. Dual forms are irregular: NOM-
ACC /oči/, /uši/, GEN-LOC /očbju/, /ušbju/, DAT-INST /očima/, 
/ušima/. In the dual these nouns may take indefinite adjectives in the 
feminine as well as in the neuter. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
First- and second-person and reflexive pronoun forms are given in table 
4.15. Dative clitic pronouns are not used phrase-initially or after a prep-
osition. Accusative clitic pronouns are used after a preposition, but are 
only rarely attested as phrase-initial, where the full form is usually used. 
Phrase-internally, without a preposition, both full and clitic forms are 
attested for dative and accusative, the full form being apparently more 
emphatic. The full accusative form after a preposition is an innovation 
resulting from increasing productivity of the genitive-accusative. 

As indicated in table 4.16, the inflectional suffixes of other pronouns 
have vowel alternations for hard and soft stems. In the dual and plural, 
genders are distinct only in the nominative and accusative. Typical 
examples of these pronouns are / t b / 'this, that' (unmarked demonstrative) 
(hard) and /našb/ 'our' (soft). The personal masculine accusative singular, 
with a few exceptions after prepositions, is homonymous with the genitive, 
apart from / jb / which is accusative singular masculine regardless of 
animacy conditions, except as object of a nominative singular masculine 
definite active participle, as attested, for instance, in /prčdajfjb jego/ 
(Marianus, Assemanianus, Suprasliensis) (Matthew 26.25) ' the one 
betraying him' with the present participle, and /prčdavbjb jego/ 
(Zographensis) 'the one who betrayed him' with the past participle. In this 
construction, object /jego/ is distinguished from subject / jb / . Later, 
genitive-accusative /jego/ spreads into other contexts. 

The pronouns /sicb/ 'such' and /vbsb/ 'all' have hard suffixes where 
the first segment of the suffix is / č / , for instance /sicčmb/, /vbsčmb/ 
(INST SG M/N), but otherwise have soft suffixes. The pronoun /sb/ 'this' 
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Table 4.15 First- and second-person and reflexive pronouns 

1st person 2nd person Reflexive 
Full Clitic Full Clitic Full Clitic 

Singular 
NOM azb ty 
ACC mene m? tebe tę sebe 
GEN mene 

m? 
tebe 

tę 
sebe 

DAT тьпё mi tebč ti sebe 
INST mi>noję tobojp sobojp 
LOC тьпё tebe sebe 

Dual 
NOM ve va/vy 
ACC na ny va vy 
GEN naju vaju 
DAT nama vama 
INST nama vama 
LOC naju vaju 

Plural 
NOM т у vy 
ACC nasb ny vasb vy 
GEN nasb vasb 
DAT патъ ny vamb vy 
INST nami vami 
LOC nasb vasb 

Table 4.16 Pronominal declension 

Singular Dual Plural 
M N F M N F M N 

Hard 'that' 
NOM tb to ta ta te tč ti ta ty 
ACC = N O M / G E N to 4> ta tč tč ty ta ty 
GEN togo toj? toju гёхъ 
DAT tomu toji tčma tčmb 
INST tčmb tojp tčma tčmi 
LOC tomb toji toju гёхъ 

Soft 'our' 
NOM našb naše naša naša naši naši naši naša naš? 
ACC = N O M / G E N naše našp naša naši naši naš? naša naš? 
GEN našego našej? našeju 

naš? 
našixb 

DAT našemu našeji našima našimb 
INST našimb našejp našima našimi 
LOC našemb našeji našeju našixb 
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Table 4.17 Irregular forms of the pronoun /sb/ 

Singular Dual Plural 
M N F M N F M N F 

NOM sb/sbjb se si sbja si si sbji si sbję 
ACC — NOM/GEN se sbjp sbja si si sbję si sbję 

has soft suffixes, including some irregular ones listed in table 4.17. 
The interrogative-indefinite pronouns /ki>to/ 'who', /čbto/ 'what', 

which as indefinites are random 'anybody', 'anything', the negative 
pronouns /niki>tože/ 'nobody', /ničbtože/ 'nothing', and the non-random 
indefinite pronouns /пёктЛо/ 'someone', /nččbto/ 'something' have the 
suffix - / to / only in the nominative and, in the neuter, in the accusative; see 
table 4.18 for the forms. Prepositions are embedded in negative and 
indefinite pronouns, for example /ni o kombže/ 'about nobody', /пё о 
коть / 'about somebody'. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Positive adjectives and passive participles with the suffixes of tables 4.8 and 
4.9, also active participles and comparative adjectives (for nominative and 
accusative, see table 4.19) have short forms with indefinite reference (as in 
'a new city'), long forms with definite reference (as in 'the new city'). For 
the long forms, see table 4.20. With the exception of the nominative 
singular masculine and neuter of active participles and comparative adjec-
tives and of the accusative singular masculine and neuter of comparative 
adjectives, the short forms have the same stem as the nominative singular 
feminine and are declined like nouns with genitive in - / a / (masculine and 
neuter) or in - /у / (soft - / ę / ) (feminine). Active participles and com-
parative adjectives have the nominative singular feminine in - / i / and the 
nominative plural masculine in - / e / . 

Table 4.18 Interrogative and indefinite pronouns 

*who' 'what' 

NOM kbto ČbtO 
ACC kogo čbto 
GEN kogo česo, česogo, čbso 
DAT komu česomu, čbsomu, čemu 
INST сёть čimb 
LOC коть сеть, česomb 
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Table 4.19 Nominative and accusative singular and plural of present 
and past participles /nesy/, /nes-ь/ 'carry9 and of comparative adjective 
/novejb/ 'newer' 

SG NOM M nesy певъ novejb 
N nesy певъ novčje 
F nespšti nesbši novčjbši 

ACC M nespštb nesbšb novejb 
N nespšte nesbše novčje 
F nespštp nesbšp novejbšp 

PL NOM M nespšte nesbše novčjbše 

Comparison of short and long forms shows that some of the long-form 
adjectival suffixes are formed directly from the noun inflections of tables 
4.8 and 4.9 followed by - / j / - and the soft inflections of table 4.16. Other 
forms, genitive, dative/locative singular feminine and genitive/locative 
dual have dropped a syllable - / je/- , while the instrumental singular and the 
soft locative singular masculine/neuter, the dative/instrumental dual and 
the genitive/locative and dative plural have been influenced analogically by 
the instrumental plural masculine/neuter, leaving no gender distinctions in 
the dual and plural apart from the nominative and accusative. 

In the nominative singular masculine, younger forms of the definite 
adjectives arose as a result of the loss of the reduced vowels: Western 
/novbjb/ 'new' gave /novoj/, elsewhere [novyji] gave /novyj/ then 
/novy/, Western /ništbjb/ 'poor' gave /ništej/, elsewhere [ništiji] /ništij/ 
then /ništi/. 

Whereas short active participles do not distinguish masculine from 
neuter in the nominative singular, long forms have masculine nominative 
/nesyjb/ (PRS), /nesi>jb/ (PAST) and neuter nominative/accusative 
/nespšteje/ (PRS), /nesbšeje/ (PAST). 

For the long nominative plural masculine active participle /nespšteji/, 
there is attested younger /nespštiji/ by analogy with oblique cases and with 
adjectives. Conversely, there are attested younger oblique plural forms and 
instrumental and locative singular such as /nespstejixb/ (LOC PL) for older 
/nespstijixb/ by analogy with the old nominative plural, differentiating 
participial long inflections from adjectives, rather than merging them. 
Spellings of the long accusative singular masculine may be identical with 
the various nominative plural masculine forms, Western /nespštbjb/ giving 
/nespstej/, spelt nesgštei; elsewhere both older and younger [nespštiji] 
gave /nespštij/, which may be spelt nesgštii. 

Short participles have younger indeclinable /nespšte/. For younger 
adjectival forms arising from the loss of intervocalic / j / and subsequent 
vowel assimilation and contraction, see section 2.1. 



Table 4.20 Inflectional suffixes of long-form adjectives 

Hard 
M N F 

Singular 
NOM novbjb 'new' novoje novaja 
ACC = N O M / G E N novoje novpjp 
GEN novajego novyj? 
DAT novujemu novčji 
INST novyjimb novpjp 
LOC novčjemb novčji 

Dual 
NOM novaja novšji novčji 
ACC novaja novčji novčji 
GEN novuju 
DAT novyjima 
INST novyjima 
LOC novuju 

Plural 
NOM noviji novaja novyj? 
ACC novyj? novaja novyj? 
GEN novyjixb 
DAT novyjimb 
INST novyjimi 
LOC novyjixb 

Soft 
M N F 

vyśbńbjb 'most high' vyśbńeje yyśbńaja 
— N O M / G E N yyśbńeje vyśbńpjp 

vySbńajego yyśbńęję 
yyśbńujemu vyśbńiji 
yyśbńijimb vyśbńpjp 
vyśbńijimb vyśbńiji 

vyśbńaja vyśbńiji vyśbńiji 
vyśbńaja vyśbńiji vyśbńiji 

vyśbńuju 
vyśbńijima 
vyśbńijima 
vyśbńuju 

vyśbńiji vyśbńaja vyśbńęj? 
vyśbńęję vyśbńaja vyśbńęję 

vyśbńijixb 
vyśbńijimb 
vyśbńijimi 
vyśbńijixb 
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Table 4.21 Irregular comparative adjectives 

Positive Comparative 

a. дгрЬъ grpbfbjb 'coarse' 
dragb dražbjb 'dear' 
lixb lišbjb 'superfluous' 
futb fustbjb 'fierce' 
хи&ъ xuždbjb 'poor in quality' 

b. кгёръкъ krčplbjb 'strong, firm' 
вЫъкъ slaždbjb 'sweet' 
tęźbkb tęźbjb 'heavy' 
vysokb vyšbjb 'high' 
д1рЬокъ glpblbjb 'deep' 
širokb širbjb 'wide' 

c. velikb, velbjb bolbjb 'big' 
and vęśtbjb 'bigger, more numerous' 

та1ъ mbńbjb 'small' 
Ыадъ, dobrb lučbjb, uńbjb, sul'bjb, sulčjb 'good' 
гъ1ъ gorbjb 'bad' 

Comparative adjectives, other than those listed in table 4.21, are formed 
as indicated in table 4.19 by the suffix - /čj/- , to which inflectional suffixes 
are added. The forms in table 4.21 are nominative/accusative singular 
masculine long and short. The nominative/accusative neuter singular short 
form has the suffix - / e / , as in /bole/ 'bigger'; all other forms replace the 
nominative/accusative singular masculine suffix - / jb / by the suffix - / š / - to 
which the inflectional suffixes are added, for instance /bolbšeje/ (NOM/-
ACC N LONG). The superlative is usually not distinct from the comparative, 
but is occasionally attested with a prefix /najb/-. 

Comparative adverbs have either the form of the nominative/accusative 
neuter short form adjective, as in /dobrčje/ 'better', or else have the instru-
mental plural suffix, as in /mbnbšbmi/ 'less'. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
/jedim>/ 'one' takes singular and plural and /di>va/ 'two' dual pronominal 
suffixes of table 4.16; /oba/ 'both' is declined like /di>va/. /trbje/ 'three' 
is an - / i / genitive plural noun, and /cetyre/ 'four' an - / e / genitive plural 
noun. All four of these numerals are inflected for gender, /pętb/ 'five', 
/šestb/ 'six', /sedmb/ 'seven', /osmb/ 'eight', /devętb/ 'nine' are - / i / 
genitive type feminine nouns, /desętb/ 'ten' has - / i / genitive type forms in 
the genitive and instrumental singular, but - / e / genitive type masculine 
forms in all other cases and numbers, / j e d ^ na desęte/ 'eleven' to 
/devętb na desęte/ 'nineteen' are formed with a digit and the preposition 
/na/ governing /desętb/ in the locative singular. /di>va na desęte/ 
'twelve' is distinct from /oba na desęte/ 'the twelve', the latter with /oba/ 
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'both'. Other numerals are occasionally attested with definite forms: 
/desętbjb/ 'the ten', /jedinbjb na desęte/ 'the eleven'. The digits in 
compound numerals are inflected for case. The digits take /desętb/ in the 
dual for /dbva desęti/ 'twenty', the plural for /trbje desęte/ 'thirty', 
/cetyre desęte/ 'forty', and in the genitive plural for /pptb desętb/ 'fifty' 
to /devptb desętb/ 'ninety'. From /dbva desęti/ to /cetyre desęte/ both 
elements are inflected for case, but for the higher numerals, only the first 
element. /sbto/ 'hundred' is a neuter - / a / genitive inflected for all cases 
and numbers. /tyspšti/, /tysęśti/ 'thousand' is an - / ę / genitive feminine 
and / tbma/ 'ten thousand' a feminine - /у / genitive. 

The ordinal numerals are definite adjectives declined in all cases, 
numbers and genders: /prbvbjb/ 'first', /vbtorbjb/ 'second', /tretbjb/ 
'third', /četvrbtbjb/ 'fourth', /pętbjb/ 'fifth', /šestbjb/ 'sixth', /sednrbjb/ 
'seventh', /osnrbjb/ 'eighth', /devętbjb/ 'ninth', /desętbjb/ 'tenth'. There 
are various types for higher numerals, all poorly attested: /jedinbjb na 
desęte/ 'eleventh', /vbtorbjb na desęte/ 'twelfth', /tretbjb na desęte/ 
'thirteenth', /osmonadesętbjb/ 'eighteenth', /devętbnadesętbjb/ 'nine-
teenth', /dvadesętbnbjb/ or /dbvodesętbnbjb/ 'twentieth', /sbtbnbjb/ 
'hundredth', /pętbsbtbnbjb/ 'five hundredth', /tyspštbnbjb/ 'thousandth'. 

/oboje/ 'both' and /dbvoje/ 'two' are neuter pronouns expressing 
contrastive entities, as in the following example, where the choice is one of 
two different objects: 

jedno otb dvojego predhloiimb vamb (Suprasliensis 73.23) 
4We offer you one of two options.' 

/dbvoji/ 'two', which declines like a plural noun, agrees with a collective 
noun or with a plural noun. Three numerals are attested with various kinds 
of reference: /četvero/ 'four' refers to contrasted entities, /sedmoro/ 
'seven' has multiplicational reference ('seven times'), while /desptoro/ 
'ten' is attested governing a genitive singular collective noun. 

/polb/ 'half is either an - /u / genitive noun or else is indeclinable, 
/desętina/ 'tenth (part)' is an - /у / genitive feminine noun. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Finite verbs distinguish three persons in all numbers, but the younger third 
person dual has merged with the second person dual. Finite forms and 
participles distinguish singular, dual and plural. Perfect participles have 
short nominative forms in all three genders, while other types of participle 
distinguish gender of long and short forms in all cases and numbers. 
Younger short indeclinable active participles are attested. Younger finite 
dual forms distinguish masculine from non-masculine third person. 
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All verbal categories can occur in the perfective aspect, which explicitly 
characterizes the event as occurring in its entirety, and in the imperfective 
aspect, which does not explicitly characterize the event in this way. 

In the present tense, in the following example the imperfective present 
characterizes an event which is contemporaneous with the speech event, as 
being actually in progress, and therefore not as occurring in its entirety: 

kto jestb jegoze vedptb (IMPFV PRS) (Suprasliensis 146.16) 
'Who is it whom they are leading?' 

The perfective present in the next example characterizes an event which is 
contemporaneous with the speech event, as occurring in its entirety: 

nynja ti огьпьтд (PRFV PRS) glavp (Suprasliensis 512.20) 
'Now I take your head off.' 

In the next example, the perfective present explicitly characterizes a future 
event as occurring in its entirety, whereas the imperfective present does not 
imply that there will be any limit to the event: 

pridetb (PRFV PRS) godina egda къ tomu vb рпгьсахъ ne glagoljp (IMPFV PRS) 
чатъ (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; John 16.25) 
There will come (PRFV PRS) a time when I shall no longer be speaking (IMPFV PRS) 
to you in parables.' 

The distinction between the two present forms in the following example is 
purely aspectual, not lexical: 

ne otbbetitb (PRFV PRS) grešbnoju dlanbju našeju ne otbbegajetb (IMPFV PRS) otb 
sgidenyixb prbstb nasixb (Suprasliensis 506.21) 
'He does not avoid (PRFV PRS) our sinful palms, he does not escape (IMPFV PRS) 
from our condemned fingers.' 

In this statement of general validity, the perfective present expresses the 
entirety of a change of state, whereas the imperfective present expresses the 
continuity of that state. In the historic present in the next example, the 
imperfective present characterizes the event as an ongoing state, whereas 
the perfective present in the following example characterizes two events as 
occurring in their entirety, one after the other: 

lezitb (IMPFV PRS) угъгпакъ (Suprasliensis 456.5) 
'He was lying on his back.' 

i abb je tomuide avitb (PRFV PRS) sę episkopu i glasb uslyśitb (PRFV PRS) prit га пъ 
(Suprasliensis 530.10) 
'And immediately he appeared to this same bishop, who heard a clear voice . . . ' 
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The aorist and the imperfect, both past tenses, are unmarked for rela-
tivity. The imperfect characterizes a past event as being a state or process; 
the aorist is unmarked for this feature. In the following example, the event 
characterized by the perfective aorist as occurring in its entirety impinges 
upon the events characterized by the imperfective imperfect as being on-
going processes: 

i ta besedovaašete (IMPFV IMPF) къ sebe o vseхъ sixb ...i samb isusb približi (PRFV 
AOR) sę i ideaše (IMPFV IMPF) sb ńima (Zographensis; Luke 24.14) 
'And they were conversing (IMPFV IMPF) with one another about all these things . . . 
and Jesus approached (PRFV AOR) and was going along (IMPFV IMPF) with them.' 

Like the forms in this example, the imperfective aorist and the perfective 
imperfect may refer to an event carried out on one occasion, as in: 

аку къ človeku bo besedova (IMPFV AOR) i vbzira (IMPFV AOR) na пь (Suprasliensis 
122.30) 
'for he conversed (IMPFV AOR) with him and looked (IMPFV AOR) at him as if he 
were a man' 

In this example, the imperfective aorists state only that the events occurred, 
without saying anything about the entirety of their occurrence. In the 
perfective imperfect in the next example, the perfective component 
expresses the immediacy of the reaction, whereas the imperfect component 
presents the event as an ongoing process: 

i eviše (PRFV AOR) sę prčdb nimi čko bledi glagoli ixb i ne imeaxp (PRFV IMPF) invb 
very (Zographensis, Marianus; Luke 24.11) 
'And their words appeared (PRFV AOR) to them to be nonsense and they would not 
believe (PRFV IMPF) them.' 

Both the aorist and the imperfect may refer to a repeated event: 

kotygp sbvlekb sb sebe dadeaše (PRFV IMPF) ništuumu tako ze tvoraaše (IMPFV 
IMPF) vbsa leta zitija svojego... ino te mnogo poućaję ne presta (PRFV AOR) ni 
umbbknp (PRFV AOR) otb dobra (Suprasliensis 207.14-208.1) 
'Taking off his coat, he would give (PRFV IMPF) it to a beggar. For thus would he do 
(IMPFV IMPF) all the years of his life.... Teaching many other things, he neither 
ceased (PRFV AOR) from, nor kept silent (PRFV AOR) concerning the good.' 

In this example, the imperfect component of the perfective imperfect 
expresses a habitual state of behaviour consisting of a set of repeated acts 
each of which is characterized by the perfective component as having 
occurred in its entirety, whereas the imperfective imperfect expresses such 
acts as constituting an ongoing state, without saying anything about the 
entirety of the process. The perfective aorists sum up two sets of repeated 
acts as events which occurred in their entirety. Indeed, both perfective and 
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imperfective aorists may refer to repeated events: 

jednoję i dvašdi i mnogašdi гекохъ (PRFV AOR) ti (Suprasliensis 1 6 5 . 1 1 ) 
'I told (PRFV AOR) you once, twice and many times.' 

mnogašdi glagolaxb (IMPFV AOR) (Suprasliensis 4 4 6 . 1 6 ) 
'I said (IMPFV AOR) many times.' 

The perfect relates a preceding event to the speech event, or to an event 
expressed by the present tense; the pluperfect relates a preceding event to 
an event expressed by either the aorist or the imperfect. 

The perfect consists of the present tense of the verb /byti/ 'be' as an 
auxiliary, in either aspect, plus the perfect participle of the lexical verb in 
either aspect. In the following example, an event occurring in its entirety 
precedes the speech event: 

рше1ъ (PRFV) jestb (IMPFV) vasilisifo (Suprasliensis 2 0 . 2 ) 
'Basiliscus has (IMPFV) come (PRFV). ' 

In the next example, the preceding event expressed by an imperfective 
auxiliary and by an imperfective perfect participle, which says nothing 
about the entirety of the event, is related to an event expressed by the 
imperfective present in a statement of general validity: 

radujptb (IMPFV PRS) sę zelo jako u svoixb sętb (IMPFV) si doma ležali (IMPFV) 
(Suprasliensis 2 6 7 . 1 7 ) 
'They rejoice (IMPFV PRS) greatly, because they have (IMPFV) been lying (IMPFV) at 
home with their people.' 

In the following example, the perfective auxiliary expresses the eventual 
result of an event which the imperfective perfect participle expresses as an 
ongoing process in the past whose limit is not specified, within a statement 
of general validity: 

ašte na to sbtvorinvb (PRFV PRS) vladyky podrażali (IMPFV) b^demъ (PRFV) 
(Suprasliensis 3 7 9 . 1 0 ) 
'If we do (PRFV PRS) it for that purpose, we will have (PRFV) been imitating (IMPFV) 
the Lord.' 

The next example occurs at the end of a long passage in which events of 
general validity are expressed in both the imperfective and perfective 
present. The events in the example are all characterized as occurring in 
their entirety; the perfective auxiliary is coordinated with two perfective 
present forms, while the perfective perfect participle, unlike the participle 
in the preceding example, expresses an event which has reached its final 
limit: 
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preklonitb (PRFV PRS) sę ipadetb (PRFV PRS) egda ийоЬШъ (PRFV) będetb (PRFV) 
ubogyimb (Psalterium Sinaiticum 9.31) 
'He will bend (PRFV PRS) and fall down (PRFV PRS) on his knees when he has (PRFV) 
overcome (PRFV) the poor.' 

The pluperfect consists of one of the two different types of the imper-
fective past of /byti/ plus the perfect participle in either aspect: 

jute bo sę beaxp (AUX) sblotili (PRFV) ijudei (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemani-
anus; John 9.22) 
'for the Jews had (AUX) already agreed (PRFV)' 

iteibeaxę(AUX) videli (IMPFV) pretde (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; 
John 9.8) 
'those who had (AUX) seen (IMPFV) him previously' 

se bo be (AUX) znamenbe dalb (PRFV) (Zographensis, Marianus; Luke 22.47) 
'for he had (AUX) given (PRFV) this sign' 

idete be (AUX) letalo (IMPFV) tšlo isusovo (Marianus, Assemanianus; John 20.12) 
'where the body of Jesus had (AUX) been lying (IMPFV)' 

Although the auxiliary in the first two examples is formally an imperfect, 
which happens to be attested only in third-person forms, while the auxiliary 
in the last two examples is formally an aorist, attested in all persons, there 
is no discoverable semantic distinction between the two types of auxiliary. 

Not including doubtful examples, or scribal errors, there are attested 
about eighty examples of the perfect participle without an auxiliary. None 
of these is attested in either the Gospels or the Psalter, most of them being 
found in a few sermons in Suprasliensis. 

ješa i ne sbbrali (PRFV) sbbora ješa i sice ne besedovali (IMPFV) jaru tu grexovbnei 
Zhlobi prestalb (PRFV) копьсъ пъ sbbrasę (AOR) sbborb i glagolaaxp (IMPF) cto 
sbtvorimb (Suprasliensis 386.6) 
'Would indeed they had not convened (PRFV) the council! Would indeed they had 
not conversed (IMPFV) thus! Would that at this point an end had been put (PRFV) to 
sinful malice! But they did convene (AOR) the council, and were saying (IMPF): 
What shall we do?' 

Whereas the aorist and imperfect in this example give a purely objective 
account of the event, the perfect participles express the narrator's attitude 
towards those events. Unlike the perfect and pluperfect, the perfect parti-
ciple without an auxiliary is unmarked for relativity, but is opposed to the 
aorist and imperfect in expressing the narrator's attitude to the event (the 
category of status): this form emphasizes that the event is of some special 
significance for the narrator, including regret, as in the above example, 
rejoicing, and in general adds a rhetorical tone, especially when used in 
questions. 
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Table 4.22 Imperfective correspondents of primary perfective verbs 

Perfective Imperfective 
INF 3 PL PRS INF 3 PL PRS 

/dati/ /dadętb/ /dajati/ /dajptb/ 'give' 
/jęti/ /jbmptb/ /jbmati/ /jemlptb/ 'take' 
/variti/ /var^tb/ /varati/ /varajptb/ 'go ahead' 

There are three periphrastic futures, each distinct from the perfective 
and imperfective present used to express a future event (see above). 

The relative future is expressed with the auxiliary x oteti or xbteti 'wish' 
in all its forms, finite and non-finite, plus an infinitive in either aspect: 

vh>ny že vblivaaxp sę vb ladiję eko uže pogręznęti (PRFV INF) xoteaše (IMPFV) 
(Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 4.37) 
'And the waves were pouring into the boat, so that it was already about to sink.' 

The auxiliary imeti 'have', used only in the present tense with an infinitive 
of either aspect, expresses the narrator's attitude to the event, and is thus 
marked for status: 

ne ištete čbto imate esti (PRFV INF) i cbtopiti (Zographensis; Luke 12.29) 
'Do not consider what you will eat or what you will drink.' 

This example expresses the narrator's suggestion that the addressee should 
avoid asking some important 'matter of life and death' questions. More 
usually, this auxiliary expresses emphasis that the event is inevitable or 
inescapable, as in the example from Mark 9.1 below. There are attested 
eleven examples of the present tense of the probably synonymous per-
fective verbs naćęti, vbćęti 'begin' used as auxiliaries only with an imper-
fective infinitive. These examples seem to have no invariant meaning other 
than that of introducing perfectivity when no other means are available: 

povele dbrati zelezny nogbty doideže creva пасъпдгъ (PRFV PRS) xbteti ( INF) 
izvaliti ( INF) sę na zembjp (Suprasliensis 1 1 3 . 2 9 ) 
'He ordered them to be flogged with iron nails until their intestines were about to 
pour out onto the ground.' 

The conjunction doideže is punctual 'until' only with a perfective verb, but 
durative 'while' with an imperfective verb. Thus the imperfective relative 
infinitive auxiliary is governed by a perfective auxiliary in order to specify 
the appropriate meaning of the conjunction. 

The formal relation between imperfective and perfective forms of verbs 
requires comment. The small number of primary perfective forms have 
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Table 4.23 Aspect of verbs with lexical prefixes 

Imperfective Perfective Imperfective 

/tvoriti/ 'do, make* /zatvoriti/ /zatvarati/ lock up' 
/zbrčti/ 'look' /vbzbrčti/ /vbzirati/ 'look at' 

corresponding imperfective forms by addition of a suffix which changes the 
conjugational class, as in the examples in table 4.22. For such verbs, 
prefixes change lexical meaning, but not aspect, for example /vbzdati/ 
(PRFV), /vbzdajati/ (IMPFV) 'give in exchange', /vbzfti/ (PRFV), 
/vbzbmati/, /vbzimati/ (IMPFV) 'take up'. When the primary verb is 
imperfective, prefixes usually change both lexical meaning and aspect, 
while the prefixed item has imperfective forms with suffixation, change of 
conjugational class and sometimes with alternation of root vowel, as in the 
examples in table 4.23. A number of primary and prefixed forms are 
distinct only in aspect, the prefixed item being perfective, as in /tvoriti/ 
(IMPFV), /sT>tvoriti/ (PRFV) 'do ' , / n enav idč t i / (IMPFV), / vbznenav ide t i / 
(PRFV) 'hate', /slyšati/, /uslyšati/ 'hear'. Unambiguous evidence for bi-
aspectuality is attested very rarely: 

neimptb vbkusiti sbmrbti donbdeze vidętb (Zographensis, Marianus, Sawina 
kniga, PRFV)/ uzrętb (Assemanianus, PRFV) cesarbstvie bozie (Mark 9.1) 
They will not taste death until they see the kingdom of God.' 

In this example, Assemanianus has a form whose tokens are always per-
fective, while three of the witnesses have a verb which is frequently attested 
as an imperfective, but which must be perfective in this example because 
the conjunction is required to be punctual, not durative. 

Six pairs of verbs of motion (table 4.24) are attested with imperfective 
examples for each member of the pair. One set of members states explicitly 
that the referent of the subject of the verb ends up in a new location, while 
the other set is unmarked for this feature. Each of these verbs may refer to 
single events and to repeated events. The unmarked forms may even refer 
to a change of location carried out on one occasion, in the imperfect and in 
the present participle, provided that the change of location is expressed 
explicitly in the context. 

Among the moods, the imperative and subjunctive are semantically 
marked with respect to the indicative. 

Forms of the imperative are attested regularly only for the second 
person in all numbers and for the first person in the dual and plural, and 
occasionally for the third person singular. For other person-number 
combinations, /da / plus the present tense is preferred. However, the 
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Table 4.24 Paired verbs of motion 

Marked Unmarked 

/iti/ /xoditi/ 
/voditi/ 
/vlačiti/ 
/goniti/ 
/nositi/ 
/bčgati/ 

'go' 
'lead' 
'drag' 

/vesti/ 
/vlčšti/ 
/дъпай/ 
/nesti/ 
/bčžati/ 

'drive' 
'carry' 
'flee' 

following forms are also attested: first person singular otbpaderrvb 
(Psalterium Sinaiticum 7.5) 'fall off, third person dual będete (Psalterium 
Sinaiticum 129.2) 'be', and third person plural będę (Zographensis, 
Marianus, Assemanianus, Savvinakniga; Luke 12.35) 'be ' . 

The subjunctive is expressed by the perfect participle plus an auxiliary. 
The forms of the auxiliary are given in table 4.25. The leftmost forms are 
older. Younger forms are those of the perfective aorist of /byti/ 'be', 
except for the second and third persons singular. The plural has com-
promise forms as well as the older and younger type. In the dual only the 
first-person younger form is attested. The subjunctive expresses both 
condition and result in non-factual conditional sentences, in wishes and, 
with the conjunction /da/ , potentiality. The subjunctive of /byti/ may be 
expressed by the auxiliary alone. The auxiliary is used with the infinitive to 
express the desiderative. 

The passive is expressed by forms of /byti/ 'be', and for frequentative 
and historical present /byvati/ 'become', with the passive participle, past 
or present, in either aspect, or by forms of the verb with the enclitic accus-
ative reflexive pronoun /sę/ , there being no apparent difference in 
function between the two formations. 

Non-finite forms are the infinitive, supine (with the inflection - / ъ / , for 
example, /pomolitb sę/ 'pray') and participles. After verbs of motion, the 
supine, governing the patient in the genitive case, may be used instead of 
the infinitive, but is replaced by the infinitive in younger constructions. 

Present and past, active and passive participles are attested in both 

Table 4 •25 Subjunctive auxiliary 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 bimb Ьухъ byxovč Ытъ Ыхотъ Ьухотъ 
2 bi by biste byste 
3 bi by bp bisę byśę 
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aspects in short and long forms. The aspects are clearly distinct, for 
instance, in the following examples of the definite past passive participle: 

mnogašdi nameńjanaja (IMPFV) slavbnaja męża... vb nameńenei (PRFV) сгькъ vi 
(Suprasliensis 203.10-208.19) 
'the frequently above mentioned eminent men . . . in the above mentioned church' 

Although reference to a repeated event is not an invariant feature of the 
imperfective aspect, the imperfective participle in this example presents a 
set of events as an ongoing process in the past, whereas the perfective 
participle expresses a single event in its entirety, there being no lexical 
distinction between the forms. 

Indefinite present active participles may be used with finite forms of 
/byti/ for explicit expression of simultaneity of one event with another: 

be bo umiraję (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; John 4.47) 
'for he was dying' 

For further information on participles, see sections 3.1.1, 3.1.4 and 4.5. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
Regular verbs may be divided into two main classes, according to the non-
terminal suffixes of the present tense. In the first person singular, there is 
no non-terminal suffix, but only the terminal suffix - / p / for both classes. 
One class (hereafter, - /p / - verbs) has the non-terminal suffix - / p / for the 
third person plural and / e / for other persons; the other (hereafter, - / ę / -
verbs) has - / ę / - for the third person plural and - / i / for other persons. The 
- /p / - verbs are divided into the following subclasses: consonant stems, 
- /nę / - stems, - / j / - stems and - / a / stems. In addition to the two main 
classes, there are also athematic verbs and the anomalous verb /xotčti/, 
/xbtčti/ 'wish'. 

Table 4.26 Consonant stem verbal forms of stem /nes/- 'carry' 

Present Aorist Imperfect Imperative 

SG 1 nesp nčsi>, nesoxb nesčaxb 
2 neseši nese nesčaše nesi 
3 nesetb nese nesčaše nesi 

DU 1 nesevč nčsovč, nesoxovč nesčaxovč nesčvč 
2 neseta nčsta, nesosta nesčašeta nesčta 
3 nesete nčste, nesoste nesčašete 

PL 1 nesenrb nčsonrb, nesoxonvb nesčaxonrb nesčmb 
2 nesete nčste, nesoste nesčašete nesčte 
3 nesptb nčs£, nesośę nesčaxp 
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Finite and non-finite forms of consonant stems, using /nes/- as illus-
tration, are set out in table 4.26. Other conjugational types will be 
described by comparison with the forms in table 4.26. In the infinitive and 
supine, labial stems, such as /greb/- 'row, bury' have a zero-alternant of 
the stem-final consonant, as in infinitive /greti/. Dental stem-final stops, as 
in /ved-/ 'lead', alternate with / s / in the infinitive and supine (infinitive 
/vesti/) and with zero in the perfect participle (/veli>/). Velar stem-final 
consonants alternate with - / š / - in the infinitive (after which the supine 
inflection is - / ь / ) : /rek/- 'say', infinitive /rešti/, /obleg-/ 'dine with', 
supine /obleštb/. 

Nasal stems have zero alternation of consonant and nasalization of 
vowel before consonantal suffixes: / jbm/- 'take', /пасьп/- 'begin', 
infinitives /jęti/, /nacęti/. - / r / - stems have - /гё/- before an obstruent 
suffix, as in the infinitive /umreti/ 'die', - / r b / - before a consonantal 
sonorant suffix, as in the perfect participle /umrbh>/, and - /ьг/- before a 
vocalic suffix, as in first person singular present /итьгр/ ; an exception to 
this distribution is the past passive participle /prostrbtb/ 'stretch'. 

In the third person dual finite forms, younger forms merge with the 
second person dual in - / ta / . For feminine and neuter there is a younger 
suffix - / te / by analogy with nominal nominative forms. 

Of the aorist form variants in table 4.26, older forms are on the left, 
younger forms on the right. Some stems have the older aorist as in table 
4.27. Velar stems of this type have palatal alternants before - / e / and - /e / - : 
first person singular / т о д ъ / , second/third person singular /može/, 
second person dual /možeta/ 'be able'. There are younger forms: first 
person singular /idoxb/, first person plural /idoxonrb/, second person 
plural /idoste/, as in table 4.26. The younger forms are based on a new 
vocalic stem with the alternation / s / : / x / : / š / found in vowel-stem aorists 
and in velar and - / r / - stems as in table 4.28. Nasal stems have earlier first 
person singular /jęsi>/, second/third person singular / j f t b / , younger 
/ jęxb/ , / ję / 'take'. Final / - tb / in the second and third person singular is 
found in nasal stems, - / r / - stems and certain vowel stems; these also have 
the past passive participle suffix - / t / - . As well as the root alternation 
- /e / - : - /e / - as in tables 4.26 and 4.28, there are / o / : / a / and / ъ / : / \ / 
alternations. For active participles, see table 4.19. Passive participles past 
/nesenW, /nacętb/, present /nesonrb/ are declined as adjectives. 

Table 4.27 Asigmatic aorist of stem /id/- 'go' 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 i&b idovč idonrb 
2 ide ideta idete 
3 ide idete idę 
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Table 4.28 Aorist of velar stem /rek/- 'say' and -/r/-stem /umre/ 
'die' 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 гехъ итгехъ rexove umrexove гёхотъ итгехотъ 
2 reče umretb rčsta umrčsta reste umrčste 
3 reče umretb reste umrčste resę umresę 

For the younger imperfect forms with vowel contraction and, in Cyrillic, 
assimilation, see page 132. There are younger second and third person dual 
and second person plural suffixes by analogy with the aorist, such as 
/nesesta/. Velar stems have the palatal alternant in the imperfect, as in 
/možaaše/ from /mog/- 'be able'. 

In the imperative, velar stems have the vowel alternation / е / : / ь / in the 
root together with the stem-final dental alternant, as in second person 
singular /rbci/, second person plural /rbcete/ from /rek/- 'say'. 

Several verbs have vowel alternations between infinitive and present 
stem, some with the infinitive stem ending in - /a / - . The following list gives 
infinitive and third person plural present forms: /čisti/, /čbtptb/ 'read, 
count, honour', /sbsati/, /sbsptb/ 'suck', /zbvati/, /zovptb/ 'call', 
/bbrati/, /berptb/ 'gather', /gbnati/, /ženptb/ 'drive', /stati/, /stanptb/ 
'stop', /lešti/, /lęgptb/ 'lie down', /sčsti/, /sędętb/ 'sit down', /obresti/ 
(stem /obret/-), /obręśtótb/ 'find', /pluti/, /plovptb/ 'sail', /iti/, 
/ idptb/ (past active participle /šbdT>/) 'go'. There are poorly attested data 
for a suppletive stem /jed/-, /jexa/- 'go by transport'. 

- /np/- stems include the verbs with infinitives /dvignpti/ 'move', 
/minpti/ 'pass by'. The present-stem forms /dvignptb/ (3 PL PRS), 
/dvignete/ (2 PL IMP) and rarely attested /podvignčaše/ (3 SG IMPF) 
parallel forms of /nes/-. Verbs with a root-final vowel have aorist 
/ т т р х ъ / (1 SG), /minp/ (2/3 SG), like /rek/- except in the second/third 
person singular. Verbs with a root-final stop, and some with fricatives, do 
not have the suffix - /np/- in the aorist, which is formed like /idi>/: 
/dvijp>/ (1 SG), /dviže/ (2/3 SG). Two types of younger aorist are 
attested: /dvignpxb/ (1 SG), /dvignp/ (3 SG) and /dvigoxb/, /dviže/. 
Rarely attested present participles are active /dvigny/ and passive 
neistrbgnomo (Suprasliensis 560.25) 'ineradicable'; past participles are 
active /dvig>/, /minpvb/, passive /dviženb/, /otbrinovem>/ 'pushed 
aside'; the perfect-participle formation is as in /dvigh>/, / т т р 1 ъ / . 

In - / j / - stems, except in the imperfect of stems with a low root vowel, 
- / j / - before a vowel alternates with 0 elsewhere: infinitive /delati/ 'work', 
/umeti/ 'know', perfect participle /dčlah>/, /umeh>/; present /delajptb/, 
/umčjptb/ (3 PL); aorist /delaxb/ (1 SG), /dčla/ (2/3 SG). This type and 
all regular verbs listed below have only one type of aorist, with which the 
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older types merged analogically. The imperfect of low root vowel verbs is 
as in /delaaxb/, /итёахъ/ , that of high root vowel verbs as in /cujaaxb/ 
'perceive', /bbjaaxb/ 'beat'. Imperative forms are /dčlaji/ (2 SG), 
/delajite/ (2 PL). The participles are: present active /delajf/ , /delajpšti/, 
present passive /delajenrb/, past active /delavb/, past passive /dčlam>/. 
The following verbs have unpredictable root-vowel alternations, the cited 
forms being infinitive, first person singular aorist, third person plural 
present and first person singular imperfect: /peti/, /рёхъ/ (2/3 SG /pč tb/ ) , 
/pojptb/, /pojaaxb/ 'sing'; /brati/, /Ьгахъ/, /borptb/, /Ьогаахъ/ 
'fight'; /mleti/, /т1ёхъ/, /melptb/, /melaaše/ 'grind'; /biti/, /Ыхъ/, 
/bbjptb/, /bbjaaxb/ 'beat'. 

In - / a / - stems, except in the imperfect, - / a / - has the alternant 0 before 
a vocalic suffix, with the palatal alternant of the last consonant of the stem. 
Verbs in -/ova/- have the alternant - /u j / - before a vowel suffix. Examples 
are: infinitive /kazati/ 'point', /darovati/ 'grant', perfect participle 
/kazah»/, /darovah>/; present /kažptb/, /darujptb/ (3 PL); aorist 
/кагахъ/ (1 SG), /kaza/ (2/3 SG), /darovaxb/, /darova/; imperfect 
/кагаахъ/, /darovaaxb/ (rare younger form /darujaxb/); imperative 
/kaži/ (2 SG), /kažite/ (2 PL), /daruji/, /darujite/ (with attestation of 
younger forms, such as glagolete 'say', swęzate 'tie' (2 PL), by analogy with 
/nesete/); participles: present active /kažp/, /kažpšti/, /daruję/, 
/darujpšti/, present passive /kaženrb/, /darujenrb/, past active 
/kazavb/, /darovavb/, past passive /кагапъ/, /darovam>/. Verbs with 
- / j / as last consonant of the stem, such as /sejati/ 'sow', have spellings 
such as supine seatb, perfect participle seh> showing loss of intervocalic 
- / ) / ' and vowel contraction, /pbsati/ 'write' and /jbmati/ 'take' have 
alternation in the present stem: /pišptb/, /jemlptb/ (3 PL). 

Stems of - / ę / - verbs end either in - / i / - , such as /xodi/- 'go', or in - /č / - , 
with the alternant - / a / after a palatal, such as /vele/- 'order', /slysa/-
'hear'. The stem-final vowel alternates with 0 before a vowel suffix. 
Examples are: infinitive /xoditi/, /veleti/, /slysati/, perfect participle 
/xodih>/, /veleh>/, /slysa 1ъ/; present (with the palatal alternant in the 
first person singular only) /xoždp/ (1 SG), /xodisi/ (2 SG), /xodptb/ (3 
PL); aorist /xodixb/, /velčxb/, /slysaxb/ (1 SG), /xodi/, /vele/, /slyša/ 
(2/3 SG); imperfect (with the palatal alternant in - / i / - stems only) 
/xoždaaxb/, /veleaxb/ (1 SG), /xoždaaše/, /veleaše/ (2/3 SG); 
imperative /xodi/ (2 SG), /xodite/ (2 PL); participles: present active 
/xodę/, /xodpsti/, present passive / т о И т ъ / 'pray', past (with palatal 
alternant in - / i / stems only) active /xoždb/, /velevb/ (with younger ana-
logical /xodivb/ for - / i / stems), passive /то1епъ/, velčm>/. The verb 
Лърай/, though having a stem in a hard consonant plus / a / , belongs to 
this subclass: aorist Лърахъ/, imperfect Лъраахъ/, past active participle 
/върапгь/; present Лър1р (1 SG), /sbpi&i/ (2 SG), ЛъррГъ/ (3 PL). 

The athematic verbs are five verbs, of which three are - /d / - stems, one 
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is an - / s / - stem in the imperfective present, and one has an - / a / - stem in 
the present tense. They are characterized by first person singular - / т ь / , 
third person plural - / ę / - or - /p / - , but no vowel suffixes in other persons of 
the present. 

The athematic - /d / - stems are: infinitive /jesti/ 'eat', /včdčti/ 'know', 
/dati/ 'give', perfect participle / jelb/ , /vedčlb/, /dalb/ ; present singular 
/jemb/, /jčsi/, / jčstb/, dual /jevč/, /jčsta/, /jeste/, plural /jčnn>/, 
/jčste/, /jedętb/ (first person singular /včmb/ has an exceptional 
alternant /včdč/); aorist / jčsb/ , / jčxb/ (both older and younger forms, in 
second/third person singular /jčstb/, but ize (Suprasliensis 138.27) 'eat 
from'), /včdčxb/ (productive forms only), /daxb/ (productive forms only, 
other than second/third person singular /dastb/, /da / ) ; imperfect 
/jčdčaxb/; imperative /jčždb/, /jčdite/; participles: present active /jčdy/, 
/jedpšti/, present passive /jčdomb/, past active / jedb/ , /vedevb/, 
/davb/, present passive /jčdenb/, /včdenb/, /danb/ . 

The athematic verb /byti/ 'be' has an imperfective present - / s / - stem. 
Forms are: perfect participle /Ьу1ъ/; imperfective present singular 
/jesmb/, /jesi/, / jestb/, dual /jesvč/, /jesta/, /jeste/, plural /jesmb/, 
/jeste/, /sptb/ (with contraction in the negative, other than the third 
person plural, as in /nesmb/; the perfective present is a regular consonant-
stem verb /bpd/-); aorist /Ьёхъ/, /be/ , probably imperfective, alongside 
perfective aorist /Ьухъ/, /bystb/ (younger /by / ) 'become, happen'; 
/bčaše/, attested only in third-person forms and morphologically an 
imperfect; imperative /bpdi/ (2/3 SG), /bpdčte/ (2 PL); participles: 
present /sy/, /spšti/, past /byvb/, past passive in the derivative 
/zabi>venb/ 'forget'. 

The athematic verb /imeti/ 'have' has an - / a / - stem present tense. 
Forms are: perfect participle /imčlb/; present singular /imamb/, /imaši/, 
/ imatb/, dual /imavč/, /imata/, /imate/, plural /imamb/, /imate/, 
/imptb/ (younger /imčjptb/; aorist /кпёхъ/; imperfect / imearb/; 
imperative /imčji/, /imčjite/; participles: present /imy/, /imeje/, definite 
nominative singular masculine only /imčjgjb/, oblique cases older 
/impšti/, younger /imejpšti/, past /imčvb/. 

The anomalous verb /xoteti/, /xbteti/ 'wish' is conjugated as follows: 
perfect participle /xotčh>/; present singular /xoštp/, /xošteši/, /xostetb/, 
dual /xoštevč/, /xošteta/, /xoštete/, plural /xoštemb/, /xoštete/ (these 
present forms as for an - / a / - stem - /9 / - verb), /xotf tb/ (as for an - /? / -
verb); aorist /xotžxb/; imperfect /xotčaxb/; participles: present /xotę/, 
/xotfšti/ (as for an - /ę / - verb), past /xotčvb/. For the imperative, third 
person singular /vbsxošti/ is attested. In Suprasliensis, the root variant 
/xbt / - is probably younger. 

For all verbs, younger forms without - / t b / (3 SG, 3 PL) or - / s tb / (3 SG) 
are attested, such as third person singular / je / 'be', negative /пё/ , third 
person plural /пасьпр/ 'begin'. 
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3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
A few noun stems are verb roots with no added nominal suffix. Noun stems 
formed from verb roots with no added nominal suffix occur with or without 
prefixes: /рпхо&ъ/ 'arrival', /prinost/ 'contribution', /хойъ/ 'movem-
ent'. Many nouns have noun, adjective or verb stems with an additional 
nominal suffix. 

The following are examples of noun suffixes, - /bj / - forms neuter nouns 
from noun stems /(kamenbje/ 'stones (collective)'), adjective stems 
(/veselbje/ 'gaiety'), verb stems (/znanbje/ 'knowledge') or prepositional 
phrases (/bezdbždbje/ 'lack of rain', compare /bez/ 'without', /dъždь/ 
'rain'), in addition to one feminine collective noun, /bratrbja/ 'brothers, 
brethren', -/ost/- forms feminine - / i / genitives from adjective stems 
(/radostb/ 'joy'), -/bstv/ forms neuter - / a / genitives from noun stems 
(/cčsarbstvo/ 'kingdom'), verb stems (/roždbstvo/ 'birth'), adjective stems 
(/mpdrbstvo/ 'wisdom') and prepositional phrases (/bezočbstvo/ 
'importunity', compare /oko/ 'eye'). The suffix -/bstvbj/- is probably 
Moravian. 

- / in/- forms - /у / genitives, from adjective stems (/tišina/ 'quiet'), noun 
stems (/družina/ 'company (collective)') and comparative adjective stems 
(/starejbšina/ 'senior, elder, leader'), - tel ' /- derives agentive nouns from 
verb stems (/učitelb/ 'teacher'), while - /ar / - derives them from noun 
stems (/mytarb/ 'tax-gatherer'). 

- /ьс/- derives nouns of all three genders from all types of stem: mascu-
line: /tvorbcb/ 'creator', /starbcb/ 'old man', /ЬИгпьсь/ 'twin', 
/gradbcb/ 'small town'; feminine: /ovbca/ 'sheep', /dvbrbca/ 'small 
door'; epicene (masculine or feminine): /jedbca/ 'glutton'; neuter: 
/čfdbce/ 'small child', - / ik/- derives masculine - / a / genitives from past 
passive participle stems ( /исеткъ/ 'disciple, pupil', /mpčenikb/ 
'martyr'), -/ic/- derives - / ę / genitive feminines (/proročica/ 'prophetess', 
/rybica/ 'small fish') and epicenes (/pbjanica/ 'drunkard'). Both -/ ik/ and 
-/ič/ form derivatives from adjective stems with the suffix - /ьп/-: 
(grešbnik-b/ (м), /grešbnica/ (F) 'sinner', Льтьшса/ 'jail', 
Л ь т ь т с ь т к ъ / 'jailer' (compare Л ь т а / 'darkness', Льтьпъ / 'dark'). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Of the more than thirty suffixes, there are listed below only those attached 
to noun stems and referring to individuals and qualities. 

The suffixes - /ьп/- (attached only to non-human stems) and -/bsk/-
(attached to human and non-human stems) form adjectives referring to 
qualities, individuals and groups. Examples with - /ьп/- are: qualities: vbse 
zakonbnoje (Suprasliensis 416.17) 'everything legal'; individuals and 
groups: slovesy prorocbskyimi i zakonbnyimi (Suprasliensis 346.17) 'in 
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the words of the prophets and of the law', strazije tbmničbnii (Suprasliensis 
184.26) 'the prison guards', slbzwyi darb (Suprasliensis 285.20) 'the gift 
of tears', zverbnuumu našbstviju (Suprasliensis 558.20) 'the onrush of the 
beast', sępręgb (GEN PL) volovbnyixb (Luke 14.19) 'a yoke of oxen'. 
Examples with -/bsk/- are: /morbskb/ 'nautical, of the sea, of the seas', 
/ženbskb/ 'female, womanly, of a woman, of women'; with this suffix, 
older forms have only short forms with no distinction for definite and 
indefinite, while long forms are younger. 

Suffixes which refer only to individuals occur mainly, but not exclus-
ively, with human stems. For human stems other than those with the 
nominal suffix -/ik/-, -/ic/-, - /ьс/- , these suffixes refer exclusively to 
individuals, not to groups of persons: -/ov/-: /ženixovb/ 'bridegroom's', 
/tektonovb/ 'carpenter's', /isusovb/ 'Jesus's'; - /bj/-: /božbjb/ 'God's', 
/vražbjb/ 'enemy's', /rabbjb/ 'slave's'; - / in/- (for stems forming nouns 
with nominative singular in - / a / ) : /sotonim>/ 'Satan's', /marijim>/ 
'Mary's'; - /bń/-: /gospodbńb/ 'Lord's'; palatal alternant of stem-final 
consonant: /proročb/ 'prophet's' (from /prorok/-), /къп?йь/ 'ruler's' 
(from /ki>nędz/-), /dijavolb/ 'devil's' (from /dijavol/-), /grešbničb/ 
'sinner's' (from /grčšbnik/-), /otbčb/ 'father's' (from /otbc/-), /materb/ 
'mother's' (from /mater/-), /dčvičb/ 'maiden's' (from /devic/-). Such is 
the productivity of these suffixes that they are attested with both native 
stems, such as /bog/- 'God', /vrag/- 'enemy', /prorok/- 'prophet', and 
non-native stems, such as /tekton/- 'carpenter', /isus/- 'Jesus', /dijavol/-
'devil'. Adjectives from stems in -/ik/-, - / ic/- and - /ьс/- may refer to 
groups of persons as well as to individuals. Adjectives from other types of 
stems have purely individual reference. For this type of stem, a personal 
adjective, such as /proročb/, has individual reference, whereas the 
adjective /proročbskb/ 'of the prophets, prophetic' refers either to a 
quality or to a group of individuals. 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
Verb derivation involves mainly aspect formation by suffixation, and aspect 
and lexical formation by prefixation, as described briefly in section 3.2.1. 
The opposition transitive intransitive is expressed by suffixation for a few 
roots: /cčliti/ (INF), /celętb/ (3 PL PRS) 'cure', /celeti/, /celejptb/ 
'recover', or by root vowel alternation: /testi/, / tekptb/ 'run, flow', 
/točiti/, /tocętb/ 'drive, pour', but such morphological contrasts do not 
express any invariant lexical oppositions, since, for example, /vesti/, 
/voditi/ 'lead' are both transitive paired verbs of motion. 
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4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Word order in Old Church Slavonic texts in general follows that of the 
Greek original. All possible orders of subject and verb in intransitive 
clauses and of (subject,) verb and object in transitive clauses are found, 
except that a noun object never immediately precedes a noun subject, 
suggesting that Old Church Slavonic had free word order, though the imi-
tation of Greek word order makes it impossible to be more precise 
concerning the factors governing this freedom: 

slepii prozirajętb (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 11.5) (Subject-Verb) 
The blind regain sight.' 

iscčleetb ококъ moi (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; Matthew 8.8) 
(Verb-Subject) 
'My servant will recover.' 

mbzdęproročppriemletb (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus, Sawina 
kniga; Matthew 10.41) (Object-Verb) 
'He receives the reward of a prophet.' 

nesi darb (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 8.4) (Verb-Object) 
'Take the gift.' 

bogb vbzljubi mira (Marianus; John 3.16) (Subject-Verb-Object) 
'God loved the world.' 

drevo dobro płody dobry tvoritb (Marianus; Matthew 7.17) (Subject-Object-Verb) 
'The good tree makes good fruit.' 

eze ubo bogb swetah* estb (Marianus, Zographensis; Mark 10.9) (Object-
Subject-Verb) 
'for what God has joined . . . ' 

vlastb imatb 5улъ človečbsky (Marianus, Zographensis, Sawina kniga; Matthew 
9.6) (Object-Verb-Subject) 
'The son of man has power.' 

pridastb že bratrb bratra (Marianus-, Matthew 10.21) (Verb-Subject-Object) 
'for brother will betray brother' 

vidivbše i učenici (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 14.26) (Verb-Object-
Subject) 
'The disciples having seen him .. . ' 

Orders for the perfect participle and auxiliary and for clitic pronouns are 
the only two items for which there is reliable evidence for the indigenous 
word order. 
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Phrase-initially, the perfect participle precedes the positive auxiliary 
(which is thus shown to be enclitic), but follows the negative auxiliary: 

varila estb (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 14.8) 
'She has gone ahead.' 

nestb umrbla (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; Luke 8.52) 
'She has not died.' 

Phrase-internally, word order is free, and for negation both the negative 
auxiliary and the negated participle are attested: 

jako varilb jestb (Suprasliensis 204.29) 
'that he has gone ahead' 

jakoze jestb оЬук1ъ (Suprasliensis 382.24) 
'as he has become accustomed' 

ideze nesi sefe (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga', Matthew 
25.24) 
'where you have not sown' 

nikolite ne dalh esi (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 
15.29) 
'You have never given.' 

Enclitic pronouns precede the auxiliary: 

vbskpjp mę esi ostavifo (Marianus, Assemanianus; Matthew 27.46) 
'Why have you abandoned me?' 

dalb ti Ы vodp zivp (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 4.10) 
'He would have given you living water.' 

The enclitic reflexive pronoun, with another pronoun, immediately 
precedes or follows the verb: 

čbto уатъ sę avleetb (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 14.64) 
'How does it appear to you?' 

si vbseprilotetb sę уатъ (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 12.31) 
'All these things will be added to you.' 

ćbtosęmbnitb vamb (Zographensis, Marianus; John 11.56) 
'What do you think?' 

Examples of adjacent clitic pronouns other than with reflexives are not 
attested. Following the verb, the particle /bo/ 'for' may precede the 
enclitic reflexive pronoun: 
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Ьоёахъ bo sę tebe (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 19.21) 
'for I was afraid of you' 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Questions requiring the answer 'yes' or 'no', when not marked for a 
contradictory answer, have the verb or some other emphasized element 
obligatorily preposed and followed by the particle /l i / : 

damb li ili ne с1атъ (Zographensis; Mark 12.14) 
'Shall we give or shall we not give?' 

ne dobro li semę seh> esi (Marianus, Zographensis; Matthew 13.27) 
'Did you not sow good seed?' 

ne He li estb stvorih* (Zographensis, Marianus; Luke 11.40) 
'Is it not he who has made ...?' 

In the sequence predicate + copula + subject pronoun, /H/ may optionally 
be omitted: 

ргогокъ esi ty (Zographensis)/ргогокъ li ubo esi ty (Assemanianus; John 1.21) 
'(For) are you a prophet?' 

The particle /li/ is not used with interrogative pronouns, which occur in 
clause-initial position, but may be preceded by a personal pronoun: 

ty къю esi... čbto ubo ty esi... kbto esi (Zographensis, Assemanianus; John 1.19 
. . . 21 . . . 22) 
'Who are you? . . . Now what are you? . . . Who are you?' 

For eliciting a contradictory answer the particle /jeda/ precedes the 
questioned word: 

eda катепь podastb emu (Marianus; Matthew 7.9) 
'He won't give him a stone, will he?' 

Questions requiring a positive or negative response may be answered by 
/ei/ 'yes' or /ni/ 'no': 

będi ze slovo vaše ei ei i ni ni lixoe bo seju otb nepriezni estb (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Matthew 5.37) 
'Let your word be: yes, yes, or; no, no. Anything extra to this is from the Evil One.' 

Direct and ii direct < uestions are marked by / li/ in < xactly he same 
way, but /jeda/ in a subordinate clause marks negative purpose, 'lest'. 

Commands are expressed by the imperative, in either aspect. The 
negated imperative of /mošti/ 'be able' is used for pleading: 
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ne mozi mene ostaviti (Suprasliensis 539.8) 
4Do not leave me.' 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The copula is /byti/ 'be', or non-actual /byvati/, or, for emphasis, zero; 
for instance, the copula is often omitted in exclamations: 

агъ glasb vbpijpštago vb pustyni (Zographensis; John 1.23) 
i am the voice of the one crying in the wilderness.' 

The copula is often omitted in the Greek, but included in the Old Church 
Slavonic in non-exclamatory statements: 

i svetitb vbsemb He vb xramine sptb (Zographensis; Matthew 5.15) 
'and it shines for all those who are in the house' 

The noun predicate is in the nominative, except when the instrumental is 
used with /byti/ to refer to an anomalous temporary change of state: 

ovogda Шготъ (INST) byvъ (Suprasliensis 7.24) 
'sometimes having become a bull' 

ne będi niktoze ijudojp (INST) tu (Suprasliensis 420.10) 
'Let no one there become a Judas.' 

For a normal, permanent or beneficial change of state the nominative is 
used: 

byśę krbstijani (NOM) (Suprasliensis 4.3) 
'They became Christians.' 

While reliable examples of long-form adjectival predicates do not happen 
to be attested, there are a number of examples where a short adjective 
contrasts with a long participle: 

beaxp videli prezde eko slepb (SHORT) be glagolaaxp ne sb li estb sedęi (LONG) 
(Marianus; John 9.8) 
'They had previously seen that he was blind (SHORT), they were saying: Is not this 
the one sitting (LONG) . . . ? ' 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
Two coordinated or comitative singular subjects take a dual verb: 

otecb tvoi I azb skrbbęsta (DU) iskaaxovi (DU) tebe (Marianus, Zographensis, 
Assemanianus; Luke 2.48) 
'Your father and I, grieving (DU), were looking (DU) for you.' 
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i evi (SG) sę 1тъ ilie 5Ъ moseemb i beašete (DU) glagoljpšta (DU) (Marianus, 
Zographensis; Mark 9.4) 

'And Elijah appeared to them with Moses and they were speaking 

If one subject is collective, verbs are plural, not dual: 
mati tvoe (F SG) i bratrie tvoe (F SG) vbne stojętb (3 PL) xotęśte (м PL) glagolati къ 
tebe (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 12.47) 
'Your mother (F SG) and your brothers (F SG) are standing (3 PL) outside wanting 
(M PL) to talk to you.' 

4.5 Subordination 
A few examples are given below of subordinate clauses and of participial 
and infinitive phrases synonymous with such clauses. 

/jegda/ 'when, after' expresses a limit with the perfective, but specifies 
no limit with the imperfective: 

egda svoję ovbcę iidenetb (PRFV) predb nimixoditb (IMPFV) (Zographensis, 
Marianus, Assemanianus; John 10.4) 
'After he drives (PRFV) his sheep out, he goes (IMPFV) in front of them.' 

egda ie vodętb (IMPFV) vy predajpšte ne pbcete se preide čto vbzglagolete 
(Marianus; Mark 13.11) 
'When they lead (IMPFV) you, handing you over, do not trouble yourself 
beforehand what you will say.' 

/dońbdeźe/ 'while' expresses no limit with the imperfective: 

donbdeie dbnb estb (IMPFV) (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 9.4) 
'While it is day .. 

Examples of /dońbdeźe/ with the perfective, expressing a limit, are: 

povele dbrati zelezny nogbty doideze čreva пасъпдгъ (PRFV) xbteti izvaliti sę na 
zembję (Suprasliensis 113.29) 
'He ordered them to be flogged with iron nails until their intestines were about to 
pour out onto the ground.' 

ne imptb vbkusiti sbmrbti donbdeie uzbrętb (PRFV) cesarbstvie boiie 
(.Assemanianus; Mark 9.1) 
'They will not taste death until they see the kingdom of God.' 

/jako/ has temporal meanings similar to the above, but may also introduce 
a clause of reason or of result: 

izidi otb тепе eko mpib grёšьnъ esmb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; 
Luke 5.8) 
'Go away from me because I am a sinful man.' 
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učaše ję na sbnbmištixb ixb eko divleaxp sę emu (Zographensis, Marianus; 
Matthew 13.54) 
'He taught them in their synagogues, so that they marvelled at him.1 

Conditional sentences have the subjunctive for unreal conditions, but 
the indicative for real conditions: 

ašte bi Ьу1ъ sbde ne bi moi bratb итгь1ъ (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus; John 11.32) 
'If you had been here, my brother would not have died.' 

ašte li итьгегь mbnogb plodb sbtvoritb (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; 
John 12.24) 
i f it dies, it will bear much fruit.' 

Similarly, /da / 'so that' with the indicative implies fulfilment of purpose, 
but with the subjunctive does not necessarily do so: 

idemb i my da итьгетъ sb nimb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 
11.16) 
'Let us go too, so that we may die with him.' 

moleaxp i da biprebyh* u nixb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 
4.40) 
'They begged him to stay with them.' 

Long-form participles are synonymous with headless relative clauses: 

verujęi (LONG ACT PART) vb syna imatb životb vecbny a ize (REL) ne veruetb (PRS) 
vb syna ne uzbritb života (Zographensis, Marianus; John 3.36) 
'Whoever believes in the Son has eternal life, but whoever does not believe in the 
Son will not see life.' 

Short-form participles in both aspects are synonymous with various types 
of subordinate clause: 

vbzbpivb (PAST ACT PART PRFV) glasomb velbemb glagola (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Mark 5.7) 
'Having cried out with a loud voice, he said .. . ' 

The perfective past participle in this example characterizes the event as 
occurring in its entirety immediately before the event expressed by the 
main verb. 

ЬаИётъ izdaevbši (PAST ACT PART IMPFV) vbse imenie ni otb edinogo že ne može 
iscelšti (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 8.43) 
'Having given away all her property to the doctors, she could not be cured by any 
one of them.' 
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The imperfective past participle in this example characterizes the event as 
an ongoing process not necessarily immediately preceding the event 
expressed by the main verb. 

jwdę (PRS ACT PART IMPFV) ie pri mori galileiscemb vide dbva bratra 
(Zographensis, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Matthew 4.18) 
'Going by the Sea of Galilee, he saw two brothers.' 

The imperfective present participle here characterizes the event as being 
simultaneous with the event expressed by the main verb. 

ašte vidiši človeka dijavola sMvorbša (PAST ACT PART PRFV) sę i pridęśta (PRS ACT 
PART PRFV) къ tebe (Suprasliensis 381.15) 
i f you see a man who has become a devil approaching you . . . ' 

In this example, the perfective past participle characterizes the event as 
having occurred in its entirety before the event expressed by the perfective 
present participle, which in turn characterizes the event as one which is 
about to occur in its entirety. 

Participial phrases containing a direct object may occur, instead of a 
clause containing a finite verb, as objects of verbs of thinking or knowing: 

тьпеахр duxb vidęste (PRS ACT PART) (Marianus, Assemanianus; Luke 24.37) 
They thought they were seeing a spirit.' 

vedeše eto xotę (PRS ACT PART) stvoriti (Marianus; John 6.6) 
'He knew what he was about to do.' 

Participles may also be synonymous with finite verbs in relative clauses: 

vbzemleši ideze (REL) nepolotb (PAST ACT PART) i žbneši egoze (REL) ne seavb 
(PAST ACT PART) (Zographensis; Luke 19.21) 
'You take up where you have not put down, and reap what you have not sown.' 

The participle and its subject are in the dative, the so-called dative-
absolute construction, when the following clause has a main verb with a 
different subject: 

vblez^ema (DAT) ima (DAT) УЪ korabb presta vetrb (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus; Matthew 14.32) 
'After they had got into the boat, the wind stopped.' 

The perfective participle in this example presents the event as having 
occurred in its entirety before the onset of the event expressed by the main 
verb. 
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sicemi slovesy glagola vbšu (DAT) otbcu (DAT) ne posluša bratb (Suprasliensis 
290.29) 
'After the father had been speaking with such words, the brother did not heed him/ 

The imperfective past participle in this example expresses an ongoing 
process preceding the event expressed by the main verb. 

vb crbkbve xodęśtju (DAT) emu (DAT) pridę къ nemu (Marianus; Mark 11.27) 
'While he was walking to the temple, they came up to him.' 

Here, the imperfective present participle expresses an event which is 
simultaneous with the event expressed by the main verb. 

Zbri da ne раку vbzidpštu (DAT) mi (DAT) sb plbtiję ty neverbnyje reči vbzbmb 
rečeši (Suprasliensis 506.4) 
'Take care lest, when I rise up again in the flesh, adopting words of disbelief you 
say. . . ' 

The perfective present participle of this example expresses an event which 
will occur in its entirety in the future, which is one of the contextual mean-
ings of the perfective present in general. 

The participial phrase may be in the dative when followed by a sub-
ordinate clause with a different subject, even though the main clause has 
the same subject as the participial phrase: 

obręcene (DAT) že byvbsi (DAT) materi (DAT) ego marii (DAT) iosifovi preide daze 
ne sbnęste sę obrete sę impšti vb čreve otb duxa svęta (Sawina kniga, 
Assemanianus; Matthew 1.18) 
'For after his mother Mary had become engaged to Joseph, before they were 
married, she was found to be pregnant by the Holy Spirit.' 

The dative is also attested even when the subject is identical with that of the 
main verb: 

pribliiivbšu (DAT) iesęsvętuumu (DAT) isbtvorivb (NOM) Xristosovo znamenije 
na čelesvojemb vbnide (AOR) vb crbkbve (Suprasliensis 229.3) 
'But the holy man, having approached and having made the sign of the cross on his 
forehead, went into the temple.' 

This use of the dative absolute may imitate a similar use of the genitive 
absolute in the Greek text. 

The dative and infinitive are found as complements of /bystb/ 'it 
happened': 

bystb ie umrčti (INF) ništjumu (DAT) (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, 
Sawina kniga-, Luke 16.22) 
'The beggar happened to die.' 
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Other prominent uses of the dative and infinitive, illustrated below, are, 
respectively, modal, resultative and existential: 

pocto mi (DAT) gneviti (INF) językb starcu (Suprasliensis 239.26) 
'Why should I (DAT) provoke (INF) the old man's tongue?' 

eko narodu (DAT) diviti (INF) sę (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 15.31) 
'. . . so that the crowd marvelled 

nikomuie (DAT) sego ne slysati (Suprasliensis 241.1) 
'There is no one to hear this.' 

4.6 Negation 
Verbal negation is expressed by the particles /ne/ or /ni / immediately 
preceding the main verb. The basic rule is for the direct object of a negated 
verb to stand in the genitive; both this and various special instances with 
the accusative are illustrated below. A single verb is negated with /ne/ ; 
when there is more than one verb, /ne/ negates the more prominent, /ni/ 
the less prominent, but only /ni/ is used when the verbs are of equal 
prominence: 

nesejętb niibńętb ni sbbirajętb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; 
Matthew 6.26) 
'They do not sow, neither do they reap, nor do they gather.' 

ni zenętb sę ni posagajętb (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 12.25) 
'Neither do men marry, nor do women marry.' 

When a constituent is negated, /ne/ or /ni/ immediately precedes this 
constituent. If the subject is negated, the object is in the accusative: 

ne mosi li dastb vamb zakonъ (ACC) (Zographensis, Marianus; John 7.19) 
'Did not Moses give you the law?' 

A negated pronominal object is in the genitive: 

ni li sego (GEN) este čbli (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; Luke 6.3) 
'Have you neither read this?' 

/ne/ and / п ъ / contrast negated and non-negated constituents respec-
tively: 

ne otb kvasa xlebwaago пъ otb ucenie fariseiska i sadueiska (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Matthew 16.12) 

'. . . not from yeast, but from the teachings of the Pharisees and Saducees.' 

More than one negative element is allowed in the same phrase: 
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ne be nikrbtoie nikogdazepolozenb (Luke 23.53) 
'Nobody was ever put (literally: Nobody was never not put).' 

A negative adverb or pronoun may occur without negating the verb: 

nikbtoie огъ vasb tvoritb zakona (GEN) (Zographensis, Marianus; John 7.19) 
'No one of you keeps the law.' 

In negative clauses, the direct object is expressed either by the genitive 
or by the accusative, under various conditions some of which have been 
exemplified above. When the subject is a negative pronoun, or when the 
verb is negated, the direct object is in the genitive: 

ne ostavftb kamene (GEN) na kameni (Zographensis, Marianus; Luke 19.44) 
'They will not leave stone on stone.' 

Similarly with a negative adverb, with no negation of the verb: 

nikolize znaxb vasb (GEN) (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 7.23) 
'I never knew you.' 

Even if the infinitive is not negated, the direct object of an infinitive 
dependent on a negated verb is in the genitive: 

ne mozeši otbvaliti (INF) kamyka (GEN) (Suprasliensis 316.21) 
'You cannot roll away the stone.' 

otbpustiti (INF) ixb (GEN) ne xostę ne edbšb (GEN) (Zographensis; Matthew 
15.32) 
'I do not wish to let them go without their having eaten.' 

The direct object is also in the genitive when the infinitive is dependent on 
an adjective with a negated copula: 

nesmb dostoinb poklońb sę razdrešiti (INF) remene (GEN) sapogu ego 
(Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Mark 1.7) 
'I am not worthy, having bent down, to untie the strap of his sandals.' 

When just the direct object itself is negated, it stands in the accusative: 

delaite ne brašbno (ACC) gybljęśtee (АСС) пъ brašbno prebyvajpštee (Marianus, 
Assemanianus; John 6.27) 
'Make not the food that perishes, but the food that remains.' 

When a negated verb has an object con isting of an adverb of place and an 
infinitive with a direct object, this direct object is in the genitive: 
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ne imatb kdeglavy(GEN) podbkloniti (INF) (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus, Suprasliensis; Matthew 8.20) 
4He has nowhere to put his head down.' 

A noun complement of a negated existential copula is in the genitive, 
regardless of the tense of the copula: 

nestb istiny (GEN) vb петь (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 8.44) 
There is no truth in him.' 

ne będetb grešbnika (GEN) (Psalterium Sinaiticum 36.10) 
'There will be no sinner.' 

ne be ima mčsta (GEN) (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; 
Luke 2.7) 
There was no place for them.' 

When the copula is not existential, the noun complement is in the 
nominative: 

ne be tb svetb (NOM) (Zographensis, Assemanianus; John 1.8) 
'He was not the light.' 

nestb bo с1оуёкъ (NOM) tvoręi (NOM) ... пъ raspęty (NOM) za ny xristosb (NOM) 
(Clozianus 8a.l4) 

'It is not a man who is making [this] . . . but the Christ who was crucified for us.' 

An existential relative pronoun complement is in the nominative: 
ne będi emu zastępbnika (GEN) ni będi ize (NOM) pomiluetb (Psalterium 
Sinaiticum 108.12) 
'Let there be no intercessor for him, nor anyone who shows him mercy.' 

When the complement is the pronoun /къЮ/ 'someone' as the subject of a 
participle, both pronoun and participle are nominative: 

nestb kto (NOM) miłuję (NOM) i nestb kto (NOM) milosrbduję (NOM) (Suprasliensis 
57.9) 
'There is no one showing mercy and there is no one showing pity.' 

When the complement is the negative pronoun in the genitive case, 
/nikogože/ 'no one', but the verb is not negated, the participle is also in 
the genitive: 

nikogože (GEN) be kažpšta (GEN) (Suprasliensis 415.4) 
'There was no one instructing.' 

When the copula is negated, the participle is in the nominative, but the 
negative pronoun and any object of the participle are in the genitive: 
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ne s bde nikogože (GEN) seję (GEN) besedy (GEN) slyśę (NOM) (Suprasliensis 
240.29) 
There is no one (GEN) here hearing (NOM) this conversation (GEN).' 

A dative and infinitive may be the complement of a negated copula, so 
that the subject of the infinitive remains in the dative, but the direct object 
of the infinitive is in the genitive: 

nestb тьпё (DAT) sego (GEN) dati (INF) (Marianus, Zographensis (younger); 
Matthew 20.23) 
i t is not for me (DAT) to grant this (GEN).' 

nikomuže (DAT) sego (GEN) ne slyśati (INF) (Suprasliensis 241.1) 
There is no one (DAT) to hear this (GEN).' 

glagoljętb ne byti (INF) vbskresenbju (DAT) (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 
12.18) 
They say there is no resurrection.' 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Both Old Church Slavonic and Greek encode the person and number of 
the subject in the verb and allow subject pronouns to be omitted. The 
presence or absence of pronouns in Old Church Slavonic simply follows 
the Greek source. Otherwise, third-person reference is made by the 
demonstratives, /Гь/ unmarked or 'the former', /опъ/ distant or 'the 
former', with / jb / in the oblique cases. The proximate demonstrative /sb/ 
is used for 'the latter'. 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexivity is expressed, for all persons and numbers, by the pronoun /sę/ 
'oneself'). There are various ways of distinguishing the reflexive from the 
passive, for instance, by the conjunction / i / , by the emphatic /samb/ in 
the nominative, or by using the full form /sebe/: 

da sbpasetb i sę (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 
23.35) 
'Let him save himself too.' 

sbpasi sę samb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 
23.37) 
'Save yourself.' 

sbpasi sebe (Zographensis, Marianus)/sę (Assemanianus, Sawina kniga) 
(Matthew 27.40) 
'Save yourself.' 

The antecedent of a reflexive pronoun in a participial phrase may be the 
subject of a verb in some other phrase, rather than the subject of the par-
ticiple: 
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vidi isusa grędpśta къ sebi (Marianus; John 1.29) 
'He saw Jesus coming towards him.' 

The reflexive pronoun, governed by the preposition /meždu/ 'between', 
is occasionally used to express reciprocity: 

mirb imeite meidju sobojp (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 9.50) 
'Have peace one with another.' 

More usually, reciprocity is expressed by /drugi»/, in the nominative 
singular, followed by the same word in the appropriate singular case, 
regardless of the grammatical number of the antecedent: 

къЫо (SG) ze tbkaše drugb druga (ACC) (Suprasliensis 38.13) 
'Each was pushing the other.' 

poklonista (DU) sę drugb drugu (DAT SG) (Suprasliensis 298.21) 
'They bowed to one another.' 

drugb druga (ACC SG) bijaxp (PL) (Suprasliensis 74.10) 
'They were beating one another.' 

The masculine form of /drug/- is used with a neuter antecedent: 

čjuvbstvie (N PL) . . . ne zastppajpšta (N PL) drugb (NOM SG M) druga (ACC SG M) 
(Euchologium Sinaiticum 7b.8) 
'Feelings . . . not obstructing one another.' 

With a feminine antecedent, both components of the reciprocal are 
feminine singular: 

dbvema predblezęśtema veštbma (F DU) i kotorajpštema sę ima druga (NOM SG F) 
къ druze (DAT SG F) (Suprasliensis 59.12) 
'from two available things contradicting one another' 

4.9 Possession 
English 'have' is normally translated by the transitive verb /imčti/ 'have'. 

Within the noun phrase, first and second persons have the possessive 
pronouns /mojb/ 'my', /tvojb/ 'your', /našb/ 'our', /vašb/ 'your' for 
singular and plural possessors respectively. For the third person in all 
numbers, and for first and second persons in the dual, the genitive of the 
personal pronoun is used. The reflexive possessive /svojb/ 'one's own' 
refers to persons of any number, and may refer back to a constituent other 
than the subject of the main verb: 

vbzvrati nozb svoi vb svoe mesto (Zographensis, Marianus, Sawina kniga; 
Matthew 26.52) 
'Put your knife back in its own place.' 
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Grammatical possession of various semantic types is expressed by the 
dative or genitive of a noun, or by a denominal adjective agreeing in case, 
number and gender with a head noun: 

pridanb imatb byti sy/гъ človščbsky (ADJECTIVE, NOM SG M) vh грсё Ыочёкотъ 
(NOUN, DAT PL) (Marianus)/ vb ręce grešbnikb (NOUN, GEN PL) (Sawina kniga) 
(Matthew 17.22) 
'The son of man will be betrayed into the hands of men/into the hands of sinners.' 

ргесШпъ będetb \ъ ręce clovechsce (ADJECTIVE, ACC DU F) (Zographensis, 
Marianus, Sawina kniga)/ vb ręce človčkomb (NOUN, DAT PL) (Assemanianus) 
(Mark 9.31) 
'He will be betrayed into the hands of men.' 

The adnominal genitive or dative is used much more freely for plural than 
for singular possessors. In the singular, when the head noun is modified by 
a single word, the adjective is especially highly preferred for human stems 
whose adjectives refer exclusively to individual persons. There are strong 
constraints against the adjective when the head noun is modified by more 
than one word, in which context the head noun is almost always modified 
by an adnominal dative or genitive with an accompanying attribute: 

tvoręi volję otbca (NOUN, GEN SG) mojego (GEN SG) (Zographensis, Marianus; 
Matthew 7.21) 
'The one doing the will of my father.' 

This pattern is infringed in only one example, with the reflexive dative 
singular pronoun si modifying 'father', expressed in the accusative singular 
feminine adjective modifying 'will': 

da sbtvorp volę otbćę si (Suprasliensis 349.27) 
'That I should do the will of my father.' 

A denominative adjective may be only very exceptionally modified by 
another denominative adjective. There are attested only two examples, in 
both of which an adjective with the suffix - /ьп/- is modified by a denomin-
ative adjective with a personal stem: 

otb uzdy (GEN SG F) końbnyję (ADJECTIVE, GEN SG F) cesarę (ADJECTIVE, GEN SG F) 
(Suprasliensis 193.9) 
'from the bridle of the horse of the Emperor' 

obrazomb (INST SG M) krestbnyimb (ADJECTIVE, INST SG M) xristosovomb 
(ADJECTIVE, INST SG M) (Suprasliensis 5.19) 
'with the sign of the cross of Christ' 
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In the one example where a personal adjective appears to have an 
adjectival attribute, the two adjectives are, in fact, in apposition: 

VBspoję imeni (DAT SG N) gospodnju (ADJECTIVE, DAT SG N) vyšbnjumu 
(ADJECTIVE, DAT SG M) (Euchologium Sinaiticum 74a.9) 
i will sing to the name of the Lord, the highest.' 

A personal adjective may be in apposition with an adnominal genitive 
singular noun, when this noun itself has an attribute that is either another 
personal adjective or a possessive pronoun: 

ioanna žena xuzane (ADJECTIVE) pristavbnika (NOUN, GEN) irodova (ADJECTIVE, 
GEN) (Marianus; Luke 8.3) 
'Joanna, the wife of Chuza, the steward of Herod' 

VB domu davydove (ADJECTIVE) otroka (NOUN, GEN) svoego (ADJECTIVE, GEN) 
(Zographensis; Luke 1.69) 
'in the house of David, his servant' 

Denominal adjectives may be conjoined with other types of possessive 
constructions: 

vb slave svoei i otbči (ADJECTIVE) i svętyxb angelb (GEN) (Zographensis, 
Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 9.26) 
'in his and the father's and the holy angels' glory' 

Denominal adjectives may be antecedents to the subject implicit in the 
inflection of a finite verb, to relative pronouns, personal pronouns and 
participles: 

pri vrb gę ję къ nogama isusovama i iceliję (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 
15.30) 
'They put them down at Jesus's feet and he cured them.' 

In this example, the adjective isusovama, whose stem refers to a male 
person, is antecedent to the implicit subject of the verb iceli. 

iakovb že rodi iosifa mpža mariina iz nejfže rodi sę isusb (Assemanianus, Sawina 
kniga; Matthew 1.16) 
'And Jacob fathered Joseph, the husband of Mary, from whom Jesus was born.' 

Here, the adjective mariina, whose stem refers to a female person, is ante-
cedent to the feminine singular relative pronoun nejęie. 

glagola mati isusova къ nemu (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus', John 2.3) 
'Jesus's mother said to him . . . ' 
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In this example, the adjective isusova, whose stem refers to a male person, 
is antecedent to the masculine personal pronoun nemu. A noun with a 
denominal adjectival attribute may govern a participle either in the genitive 
or in the dative: 

pomoštb naša \гъ imę gospodbńe sbtvorbšaago (GEN) nebo i zembję (Suprasliensis 
8 0 . 6 , Psalterium Sinaiticum 1 2 3 . 9 ) 
'Our help is in the name of the Lord,who created heaven and earth.' 

In this example, the stem of the adjective gospodbńe invariably refers to a 
male individual, whence the masculine singular participle sbtvorbšaago. 

aggelbskb glasb slyśanb bystb pojpštemb (DAT) i slavoslovfštemb (DAT) boga 
(Suprasliensis 1 1 0 . 2 3 ) 
'The voice of angels was heard singing and glorifying God.' 

Since the adjective aggelbskb is antecedent to masculine participles that 
are in the plural, pojpštemb and slavoslovęśtemb9 the reference can be 
neither 'angelic' nor 'of an angel', but only 'of angels' (the noun stem 
/angel/- 'angel' is male personal and thus forms a masculine noun). 

po boziju žepopušteniju nakazajpštuumuprisno na polbzbnoje (Suprasliensis 
1 9 1 . 1 4 ) 
'Through God's permission, who instructs always to good purpose .. . ' 

Grammatically, the participle nakazajpštuumu in this example could be 
neuter in agreement with the dative noun popušteniju 'permission', but for 
semantic reasons, since an animate subject is required, the participle must 
be masculine and its antecedent the dative adjective boziju, whose stem 
forms a masculine singular noun. But since participant roles may thus be 
assigned by purely semantic features, it is possible to break the agreement 
and government rules and have both adjective and participle agreeing in 
case, number and gender with the head noun: 

promyslomb (INST SG) boiijemb (INST SG) xotęśtiimb (INST SG) clovecbskyi rodb 
sbpasti (Suprasliensis 5 3 9 . 3 0 ) 
'Through the providence of God, who wishes to save the human race.' 

The use of the denominal adjective instead of an unmodified genitive or 
dative singular noun is strongest for personal stems whose adjectives refer 
exclusively to individuals. For other types of stem, including personal stems 
with adjectives with the suffix -/bsk/-, there is a strong tendency for adjec-
tives to be used for indefinite reference, whereas nouns are used for 
definite reference: 
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dijavolb premeni sę vb mpzeskb (ADJECTIVE) оЬгагъ (Suprasliensis 78.24) 
'The Devil changed himself into the form of a man.' 

vblezb vb lono męża (GEN) mpčaaše (Suprasliensis 567.6) 
'Getting into the man's chest, it was torturing him.' 

4.10 Quantification 
/malo/ 'few' as a neuter quantifier governs the genitive case and is the 
subject of a singular verb: 

gospodi ašte malo estb (3 SG) sbpasajpštibcb (PRS ACT PART GEN PL LONG) sę 
(Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 13.23) 
'Lord, are there [only] a few who are saved?' 

A relative pronoun relating to an item governed by /malo/ will agree in 
number with that item: 

malo ixb (GEN PL) estb (SG) ize (NOM PL) i obretajptb (3 PL) (Marianus, 
Zographensis, Assemanianus; Matthew 7.14) 
'There are few of them who find it.' 

/ т ъ п о д ъ / 'many' is inflected for case, number and gender in agreement 
with its expressed or implied head noun: 

mbnodzi (NOM PL M) bo sptb (3 PL) zbvanii (NOM PL M LONG) malo ze 
izbbranyixb (GEN PL LONG) (Marianus, Assemanianus, Zographensis (younger); 
Matthew 20.16) 
'for many are called, but few are chosen' 

/jedim>/ is a pronoun agreeing in case, number and gender with a head 
noun, and as subject takes a singular verb. Forms agreeing with /di>va/ 
(M), /d-bvž/ (N, F) 'two' are dual, and with /trbje/ (M), /tri/ (N, F) 'three' 
and /četyre/ (M), /cetyn/ (N, F) 'four' are plural. The numerals /pętb/ 
'five', /šestb/ 'six', /sedmb/ 'seven', /osmb/ 'eight', /devętb/ 'nine', 
which are feminine - / i / genitive nouns taking feminine attributes, and 
/desętb/ 'ten', which has either masculine or feminine agreement, govern 
the genitive plural (or genitive singular of a collective noun) and as subjects 
take either plural or singular verbs: 

vbse (NOM SG F) sedmb umbreśę (3 PL) ne ostavlbše (NOM PL M) ćędb (Marianus, 
Zographensis; Luke 20.31) 
'All seven died without leaving children.' 

sedmb ubo bratriję(GEN SG) be (3 SG) (Marianus, Zographensis ; Luke 20.29) 
'For there were seven brothers . . . ' 

nadb desętbjp (INST SG) gradb (GEN PL) . . . nadb pętijp (INST SG) gradb (GEN PL) 
(Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; Luke 19.17-19) 
'Over ten cities . . . over five cities.' 
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sbrete (3 SG) i desętb ргокагепъ (GEN PL) mętb (GEN PL) He (NOM PL M) staśę (3 
PL) izdaleče... ne desętb li ististiśę( 3 PL) sę (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 
17.12-17) 
'There met him ten leprous men who stood a long way off Were not ten 
healed?' 

There are attested only two examples of /jedinb na desęte/ 'eleven' in 
the nominative with a noun. In the first example below, ediny 'one' is the 
long form, and ucenikb could be either nominative singular or the homo-
graphic genitive plural. In the second example, the attribute and nouns are 
in the nominative plural and in both examples the verb is in the plural: 

ediny ze na desęte utenikb idę (Marianus, Assemanianus, Zographensis, Sawina 
kniga; Matthew 28.16) 
'But the eleven disciples went.. . ' 

siijedin na desęte strastotrbpbd i dobropobedbnii męćenici trudisę sę (Suprasliensis 
271.8) 
'For these eleven sufferers and triumphant martyrs strove . . . ' 

Only one example is attested with this numeral and a noun in an oblique 
case: 

jednemi (INST PL) bo na desęte zvezdb (GEN PL) (Suprasliensis 389.24) 
'for with eleven stars . . . ' 

/di>va na desęte/, /oba na desęte/ 'twelve' take either, as an older pattern, 
a dual noun agreeing with the first element of the numeral in case and 
gender, or else, as a younger pattern, the numeral governs the genitive 
plural: 

privesti dbva na desęte malomošti (ACC DU) . . . prizbva dbva na desęte (ACC) męźb 
(GEN PL) ništb (GEN PL) (Supras liens is 121.9-12) 
'To bring in twelve cripples . . . he invited twelve poor men.' 

Within the same clause, 'twelve' governs a dual verb, but a verb in a separ-
ate clause may be plural: 

pristęplbśa (PAST ACT PART NOM DU M) ze oba na desęte reste (3 DU) (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Luke 9.12) 
'Having come up then, the twelve said . . . ' 

sbtvori dbva na desęte da będętb (3 PL) sb nimb (Marianus, Zographensis; Mark 
3.14) 

'He appointed twelve, so that they would be with him.' 

The existential copula is attested in the singular: 
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dbva na desęte ixb (GEN PL) jestb (3 SG) (Suprasliensis 121.20) 
There are twelve of them.' 

Attributes of 'twelve' may be dual or plural, while non-attributive 
pronouns are plural: 

prizbvavъ oba na desęte učenika (DU) svoe (DU) dastb imb (PL) vlastb ... siję (PL) 
(Zographensis, Marianus)/sie (DU) (Assemanianus)/si (!) (Sawina kniga) oba 
(DU) na desęteposbla isusb zapovčdavb imb (PL) (Matthew 10.1-5) 
'Having summoned his twelve disciples, he gave them power These twelve Jesus 
sent, having ordered them .. 

/trbje na desęte/ 'thirteen' and /cetyre na desęte/ 'fourteen' have plural 
agreement for all types of form in all of the few attested examples. The 
equally poorly attested numerals /pętb na desęte/ 'fifteen' to /devętb na 
desęte/ 'nineteen' show government of the genitive plural, and take plural 
pronouns: 

pętb na desęte stadii (GEN PL) (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; John 
11.18) 
'fifteen leagues' 

oni (NOM PL) osmb na desęte na ńęze (NOM PL) pade sth>pb (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Luke 13.4) 
'Those eighteen on whom there fell a pillar . . . ' 

/dbva desęti/ 'twenty' to /devętb desętb/ 'ninety' are formed with the 
element 'ten' in the required number, dual ('twenty'), plural ('thirty', 
'forty') or genitive plural ('fifty' to 'ninety'). Any following unit number is 
conjoined by / i / 'and': 

sbkonbcaśę (3 PL) ze sę svętii (PL) cetyre desęte (PL) i dbva mpčenika (DU) 
(Suprasliensis 65.1) 
'There met their end the holy forty-two martyrs . . . ' 

In this example, the verb and attributive adjective are plural, but the 
conjoined /dbva/ requires a dual noun. 

A noun preceded by a conjoined numeral requiring the genitive plural is 
either governed in the genitive plural or else agrees in case with the 
numeral: 

o devęti desętb i o devęti (LOC) pravbdbnikb (GEN PL) (Zographensis)/O devęti 
desętb i devęti (LOC) pravedbnicčjcb (LOC PL) (Marianus) (Luke 15.7) 
'concerning ninety-nine just men' 

Similarly, when there is no conjoined numeral, the noun is either in the 
genitive plural or else agrees in case: 
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ćetyrbmi desęty (INST PL) dbnii (GEN PL) . . . ćetyrbmi desęty dbnbmi (INST PL) 
(Suprasliensis 92.7-9) 
'With forty days . . . with forty days.' 

Of the other plural forms agreeing with these numerals, attributes may be 
genitive plural: 

evigospodb i тёхъ (GEN PL) sedmb (ACC) desętb i роБЪla ję (ACC PL) (Marianus, 
Zographensis; Luke 10.1) 
'The Lord appointed yet another seventy and sent them .. .' 

vbzvratisę (3 PL) ze sę sedmb (NOM) desętii (NOM PL LONG) (Marianus, 
Zographensis, Assemanianus; Luke 10.17) 
'The seventy returned . . . ' 

As in this example, the rarely attested long form /desptiji/ 'ten' is in the 
nominative plural in the compound numerals. 

/sT>to/ 'hundred' governs the genitive plural: 

sbtomb (INST SG) тёгь (GEN PL) (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 16.6) 
'with a hundred measures' 

In /frbvh sT>te/ 'two hundred' to /devftb si>tb/ 'nine hundred' the unit 
numeral, in the nominative and accusative, has the normal patterns of 
agreement. In the oblique cases, both elements of the numeral are in the 
required case, while a noun collocated with these numerals is either 
genitive plural or else agrees in case and number with the numeral: 

dbvema sbtoma (DAT DU) penędzb (GEN PL) (Marianus, Zographensis, 
Assemanianus; John 6.7) 
'two hundred pence' 

trbmb sbtomb (DAT PL) sbceni dinaremb (DAT PL) (Suprasliensis 425.24) 
'He valued it at three hundred dinars.' 

/tyspsti/, /tysęsti/ 'thousand' is governed by other numerals either in the 
genitive plural or else agrees in number and case: 

sb desętiję (INST SG) tysęśtb (GEN PL) (Marianus)/sb desętiję (INST SG) tysęśtę (for 
/tysęsteję/ INST SG) (Zographensis) ... sb dbvema desętbma (INST DU) tysęśtama 
(INST DU) (Luke 14.31) 
'With ten thousand . . . with twenty thousand.' 

A verb may be either singular or plural: 

vbzleže (3 SG) ubomętb cislomb ekopętb tysęśtb (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus; John 6.10) 
'for there dined men in number of about five thousand' 
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napita n i (PL) bysę (3 PL) pętb tysęśtb (Suprasliensis 428.25) 
There were fed five thousand.' 

/ tbma/ 'ten thousand' governs the genitive plural: 

tbmojg (INST SG) talantb (GEN PL) (Marianus; Matthew 18.24) 
'ten thousand talents' 

From the data attested of quantifiers with collective nouns, the following 
are of special interest: 

5Ъ inemi (INST PL) sestiję (INST) bratiję (GEN SG) (Suprasliensis 145.30) 
'with six other brothers' 

mnozbstvu (DAT SG) ze bratbję (GEN SG F) otbveštavbšemb (PAST ACT PART DAT PL 
M SHORT) (Suprasliensis 113.22) 
'After many of the brethren had answered 

This last example is a dative-absolute construction. 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
There are very few borrowings, apart from many proper nouns: a few 
common nouns, and very few verbs taken over directly from the Greek 
sources or calqued on them. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowings 
Apart from Greek words and caiques resulting from the actual translating 
of the Greek sources there are a few older borrowings from Greek, such as 
/korablb/ 'boat' and /kucija/ 'sweetmeat'. Germanic accounts for the 
largest group of borrowings, about forty in number, for instance 
/kbnędzb/ 'ruler, prince', /х1ёЬъ/ 'bread'. Next come Romance, for 
instance /kotbka/ 'anchor', /krabbjb/ 'box', and Turkic, for instance 
/bolarim>/ 'nobleman', /sym>/, genitive /syna/ 'tower'; for each of these 
two sources about twenty examples are attested. There are also a few loans 
from Iranian. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Not only borrowed nouns, but also nouns taken from the Greek sources, 
are declined and may have adjectives derived from their stems. Thus one 
finds /kbnędzb/ 'ruler, prince', genitive /kbnędza/, adjective /къп?йь/, 
/х1ёЬъ/ 'bread', genitive /xlčba/, adjective /х!ёЬьпъ/, and also /isusi>/ 
'Jesus', genitive /isusa/, dative /isusu/ and /isusovi/, adjective /isusovb/. 
Very few nouns are indeclinable, and then only optionally, for instance 
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/pasxa/ 'Passover' is attested not only as indeclinable, but also as a 
feminine noun (genitive /pasxy/). Borrowed verbs are usually conjugated 
in both aspects, for instance perfective /kupiti/, imperfective /kupovati/ 
'buy', from Gothic. Verbs taken from Greek sources are conjugated, but 
are usually bi-aspectual, and may have more than one type of suffix or 
spelling, for instance /vlasvimisati/, /vlasvimlati/, /vlasfymlati/ 'blas-
pheme'. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
/beh>/ 'white', /сг ьпъ/ 'black', / с г ь тьпъ/ , /črbvlem>/ 'red', /zelem>/ 
'green', /plavb/ 'yellow', /praprpdbm>/ 'purple', /serb/ 'grey'. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
/glava/ 'head', /oko/ 'eye', /nozdri/ 'nostrils' ('nose' is not attested), 
/uxo/ 'ear', /usta/ 'mouth' (N PL), /vlas-ь/ 'hair', /sija/ 'neck', /rpka/ 
'arm, hand', /pr bstb/ 'finger', /noga/ 'leg, foot', /пойьпъ prbstb/ 'toe', 
/prbsi/ 'chest' (F PL), /srbdbce/ 'heart', /zaždb/ 'anus'. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
/mati/ 'mother', /otbcb/ 'father', /sestra/ 'sister', /bratrb/ 'brother' (as 
plural, the feminine singular collective /bratrbja/ is used), /žena/ 'wife' 
(also 'woman'), /mpžb/ 'husband' (also 'man') /dbšti/ 'daughter', /sym>/ 
'son'. The term for 'aunt' is attested only once, used figuratively and 
pejoratively in the diminutive, /tetbka/ (Suprasliensis 133.11). 

6 Variation within Old Church Slavonic 
As indicated at several points in this chapter, there is both chronological 
and geographic variation within Old Church Slavonic, and for details 
reference should be made to the preceding sections, especially sections 2 
and 3. Chronological variation can be seen in that certain forms and 
constructions can be characterized as older or younger than others. Old 
Church Slavonic is basically a Balkan Slavonic language, though even 
within this characterization there is geographical variation between Eastern 
(Bulgarian) and Western (Macedonian) forms; the use of the language for 
missionary activity in Great Moravia shows up in the occurrence of some 
West Slavonic features, even in the major canonical texts. Other local and 
later features characterize the later recensions of Church Slavonic (see 
section 1) but do not form part of Old Church Slavonic. 
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